Decentber

22 thru 31
28sun
Boston, MCC joint worship service with
Dignity and Integrity, followed by fellowship hour, 2:30 pm, Old West Church, 131
Cambridge St.
Boston, MCC worship service fo'flowed by
fellowship hour, Old West Church, 131
Cambridge St., at 7 pm.
New Haven, Ct., "Come Out Tonight" radio
from Yale, WYBC-FM, 93.4, 7 pm.

30 toes
Boston, GCN hosts an open meeting the
last Tuesday of each month to meet with
the community. Come- and meet your
favorite newspaper. 7:30 pm at 22 Bromfield St.

little lads and lassies gay,
Pray .each . may have a merry heart
'fo greet this merry day,
And pass a happy greeting on
To all who come their way.

WE'RE

2mon
Boston, "Liberty Standing," a five piece
woman's band, will perform tonight at The
Land of Oz, 969 Commonwealth Ave.

Boston, MCC, joint communion service
with Old West (Methodist) Church, 131
Cambridge St., at 11 pm.

Boston , Fenway Community Gay Health
Night will be CLOSED tonight.
Boston, Brandy Lee wi~I perform tonight
through Sunday, shows at 10:30 and 12:30.
at The Land of Oz, 969 Commonwealtt
Ave.

' 31 wed
Boston, Fenway Community Health Night
will be CLOSED tonight.
Provincetown, New Year"s Eve Party at
Sister's, 293 Commercial (below Townhouse), 9-2, admission $3.50, sponsored
by Everywoman's Center-and Gay Community Services.

24w d
Providence, Al, MCC Christmas Eve Festivities, 10 pm visit by St. Nicholas,
midnight mass begins at 11:30 at 63
Chapin Ave.

Old King Cole

25 thurs
New York, Christmas Day Mass and dinner; phone (212) 628-9541 for info.
Providence, Al, MCC sponsors a Christmas dinner at 5 pm. Bring some food if you
wish, to 63 Chapin Ave.

Boston, Jade and Sarsaparilla will perform
at the Charles Playhouse, 74 Warrenton
St., at 11 pm; admission is $5 and includes
champagne.
·

Submit calendar Items to Calendar
Editor, GCN, by noon on Wednesday
prlor-•o date o~ publlcatlon.
----:0~
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ys Invade Philadelphia Council
6 Hurt As GaRigh
ts Bill Fails
4-Day Fast

PHILA DELPH IA - In the midst
of the furor surroun ding Council Bill
1275, Philade lphia gay activist Mark
Segal engaged in a four day hunger
strike at City Hall. Segal, who is
director of the Gay Raiders , began his
vegetable juice.,.and water fast on Dec.
1 after City Council person Melvin J.
Greenbe rg, chairma n of the law and
conferen ce commit tee, told Segal,
"The bill is dead. I will take no further
action on it. . . . As chairma n of the
commit tee it is my preroga tive not to
bring the bill to a vote. I do not wish to
put its oppone nts in the Council on the
spot."
_With reporter s and television cameras on hand, Segal called Greenbe rg a
"gay bigot" and along with three supporters, sat down in Greenbe rg's office
for the entire day. When the office
closed, Segal, sleeping bag in hand and
with a copy of Arthur Bell's "Dancin g
the Gay Lib Blues" for reading
materia l, moved downsta irs alone for
the night and remaine d until Thursdjiy, Dec .. 4.
After ending his hunger strike with
coffee and doughn uts, Segal found
himself in the midst of the Council
fracas along with the women' s group,
Dyketactics. Segal, after jumping on
the sergean t-at-arm s' desk to prevent
them from beating the women, was
wrestled to the floor and taken out of
the councik hamber s in handcuf fs. He
was released a few momen ts afterwards.
Segal emphas ized that despite the
commit tee's failure to report out the
bill and the "battle " in the council
chambe rs, bill 1275 had come "farthe r
than anyone ever expecte d.'' The bill
will be re-intro duced at the next
council session by Council person Lucine Blackwell.

By Tommi A vicol/i
PHILA DELPH IA - Dyketactics a
lesbian/ feminis t group "commi tted to
actions which will raise public consciousness '' staged a chanting session in
the Philade lphia City Council on Dec.
4 to protest the death of Philade lphia's
gay rights bill, 1275. The 1275 Committee, formed in the wake of efforts
by councilp eople - specifically Melvin Greenbe rg, head of the law and
governm ent commit tee - to bottle the
bill up in commit tee, had organiz ed the
demons tration as a peacefu l visit to
council. Howeve r, when it became _
apparen t to member s .of the gay
commu nity that not only was 1275
dead, but that council could care less
about the gay presence or sense of
anger and frustrat ion, others from the
commu nity joined in with Dyketactics
in chantin g "Free 1275.''
Council presiden t George Schwart z,
famous for his homoph obic remarks
during hearings on 1275 last Decemb er
and January , called a recess and
ordered the demons tators removed •
from council chambe rs. While removing gay demons trators, the security
guards and civil disobedience shoved
and pushed people over chairs, especially women!
Outside council chambe rs, demonstrators assembled again in an orderly
and nonvio lent sit-in to await
Schwar tz' exit. "Free 1275" and
lesbian songs were chanted . When it
became apparen t that Schwart z had
left council, demons trators rushed to
his office only to be met by security
guards who said the councilm an would
not see anyone. Some gays, at that
point, left.
Members of Dyketactics, however,
stayed to put on a consciousness-rais-

ing perform ance with a thirteen foot
witch puppet. When they finally
decided to leave, they found their way
blocked by twenty five security and
civil disobed ience people.
During a fracas with the police six Qf
the women sustaine d injury. Dyketactics has initiated a suit against the
police. They don't expect to win
damage s, but they've filed for them
anyway . They do, however, hope to
raise the support and consciousness of
the commun ity. Already area feminist
and gay groups have rushed in with
support , and a legal fund has been set
up.
The following is the Dyketac tic
stateme nt as is.s ued to the press and the
feminist and gay commun ities:
DYKETA CTI CS! is a collective of
dykes. We are lesbian-feminists committed to actions · which will raise
public consciousness and electrify the
imagina tions of the gay and women' s
commun ities.
In Philade lphia on Thursda y, December 4, 1975, DYKETACTICS!
appeare d in City Council chambe rs to ··
protest with other member s of the gay
commu nity Council 's failure to move
ahead on Bill 1275, the gay rights bill
which would provide equal rights in

housing, public accomo dation and
jobs. A · quiet sit-in was initially
planned by the Gay Coalitio n for Bill
1275. With the initiatio n and leadership of DYKET ACTICS ! soundin g the
call for increasingly active and vocal
tactics, the gay commun ity joined in in
support .
The escalati on of tactics was deemed
incumb ent by DYKET ACTICS ! For
20 months Bill 1275 sat in the Law and
Govern ment Commit tee. The bill had
been killed for 1975, the sixth year the
gay commu nity was not treated as a
serious constitu ency. One of our
banners read, "You will never have the
comfort of our silence again," a quote
from a lesbian' s testimon y during the
City Council hearings for this bill. Our
six years of lobbyin g and quiet protest
had not brought about the passage of
the bill. DYKET A CTI CS! decided to
break that silence.
· Financi al and sisterly support is
apprecia ted. Send contribu tions to
DYKETACTICS! Legal Fund, c/o
Free Women 's School, Penn Women 's
Center, 112 Logan Hall, Philade lphia,
PA 19174.
For further informa tion, call Barbara L. or Sha~on 0. at (215)
243-8612.

Athlete 'Comes Out'
WASHI NGTON , D.C. - "I spent
four years in San Francisc o, playing
football , dating women and making
love, but not really letting any of my
feelings out,'' revealed Dave Kopay as
he became the first pro-foo tball player
to openly r~veal his gayness. He went

Dave Kopay
was uptight as hell. I
"I
say,
on to
never really admitte d any of these
feelings to myself until 1969 when I
came to Washin gton. I saw a cosmopolitan attitude where you could actually see gay people in bars or at a party,
people I could relate to.''
Kopay, former running back for six

Nationa l Footbal l League teams, had
his first homose xual experience years
earlier with a fraterni ty broth~r. He
said, "It was after we had taken our
dates home. We both had been
drinking heavily ."
Kopay hopes his disclosure might
help some people, especially younger
people who are going through similar
experiences and haven't had anyone to
talk to about it."
Kopay made the public stateme nt
about his homose xuality after reading
the first installm ent of the Washington
Star's current series on gay athletes.
The article contend ed that five percent
of NFL players are homose xual.
Kopay agreed with the Star's figures.
He stated his own relation ships, however, were with men outside pro sports.
Homose xuality is never discussed in
the locker room, he said, not even
among players who know one another
to be gay. ''You were fearful of being
called a faggot or getting kicked off the
team," he said. "It's so hidden. "
Kopay has been more open to his
friends about his gayness since quitting
as a player. He attribut es this to his
difficult y in finding a coachin g job in
football . "There' s no way I shouldn 't
be coachin g somewh ere," he said. "I
once coached in spring ball at the
University of Washin gton and I loved
it. I was told there is no way I could get
a job there now. I've sought coachin g
jobs all over."
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University Medical Center early this month.

news notes
MCAD CUT
BOSTON The Massachusetts
Commission Against Discrimination!ha~
had its budget cut by a whopping 34%.
The Commission, which would hear
gay civil rights violations if the gay
rights bills ever pass in the State
House, now has a backlog of 2,000
cases. It is expected that this backlog
will continue to grow.
Moe Robinson, the agency's public
in.formation officer, told the Bay State
.Banner that it now takes a year for the
average case to be settled. It will take
even longer now, Robinson said. Robinson announced last week that eight
employees of the commission, including himself, will be laid off this month,
due to the cuts. The $160,000 cut also
makes sure that the commission will be
unable to hold any public hearings as
well. /
"It's always the underdog, the poor
people, who get hurt by the cuts,"
Robinson told the Banner.
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PA. ENTRAPMEN T
HARRISBURG , Pa. - The Pittsburgh Gay News revealed in its latest
issue that the Pennsylvania State Police
have in effect admitted that "operations" have been conducted to entrap
and arrest gay men throughout the
state. These admissions came after
nearly five months of pressure from
gay activists and Gov. Milton Shapp's
office.
However, the State Police and
Troop "S" (which patrols interstate
highways) indicated that such procedures were put into effect to "protect"
gays who, according to the State
Pclice, "are subject to violence by
local hoods who . . . hang out at
certain locations favored by homosexuals. These local hoods, according to
the confidential memos which the Gay
News obtained, ''would suddenly turn
on '. the homosexuals and rob them,
sometimes through use of violence."
In order to "halt" this type of activities, the State Police deemed it wise to
"discourage homosexual activity in
these public places.'' This '' discouragement" apparently has been brought
about by use of entrapment and arrest
of gays.
According to the police, the entrapment program was ended in August
1975.
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GAY CENSUS
SAN FRANCISCO - The United
States Department of Justice has taken
a survey of the gay population of San
Francisco. According to the Justice
Dept. census, 140,000 gays reside in the
city out of the population of approximately 700,000. It is further estimated
that the proportion of gays in the 18 to
40 age bracket is 1 out of 2.
It is not known at this time exactly
why the Justice Dept. ordered the
survey, and the announcement has
caused raised eyebrows in the city's gay
community.
CHICAGO MURDERS
CHICAGO - The Chicago Gay
Life has reported a week of violence in
Chicago's gay community that restores
Chicago's reputa!ion as one of the
most violent cities in the nation.
According to the Gay Life three
murders and one severe beating caused
"shock waves" in the Chicago community "early this month." None of
the murders have as yet been solved
and the police have few leads at this
point that are of any value. The
murders all took place within two days
of each other and all happened in
people's apartments.
5452 CO-SPONSOR
WASHINGTO N,
D.C. - Representaiive·i Les AuCoin, Democratic
freshman from the First Congressional
District of Oregon, has joined as a
co-sponsor of the National Gay Civil
Rights Bill, HR 5452.
This brings the number of co-sponsors to 25. Congressperson , Bella
Abzug, sponsor of the legi.lation,
plans to re-introduce the bill in
January with Rep. AuCoin and 'other
new co-sponsors.
IDEAS NEEDED
NEW YORK - The Media Committee of the National Gay Task Force
is looking for ideas for gay characters
and shows to present to the television
networks. In a recent statement, Ginny
Vida, NGTF Media Director stated:
''The networks tell us that they are
open to shows with gay themes and gay
characters, but don't get the scripts
from their writers and producers.
We've decided to test out their good
intentions by regularly firing off story
ideas to the producers of individual
series. Everyone around the country
can help, by thinking up ideas and
sending them on to us.
"The idea is to use whatever
familiarity you may have with primetime or daytime network series by
thinking up specific ways in which gay
characters or issues could fit into the
format of particular shows. For instance, if a series is about a lawyer, it
would be possible to have a tase
involving child custody by gay parents.
Don't limit yourself to ideas that make
gay characters or issues the focus of an
episode, but think as well how minor
characters could be simply identified as
gay, and then go about their business.
For instance, the child in a series
family could have a friend who's being
raised by two loving · women. If
storyline ideas spring to mind from
your experience, or from news items,
that you can't readily mesh with a
particular series, send those along too
and we can try tO' think of a series in
which it would work .
"It's time we put major effort intQ
getting positive images on tv, instead
of just complaining about the negative
ones!"

ISRAELI GROUP
TEL A VIV, Israel .- The Israeli gay
group '' Ahavah" has now organized
itself as a chapter of the Society for
Individual Rights and plans to identify
itself by the initials SIR. The group
plans to operate an "Israel Hospitality" service for visiting gays. The
group can be reached by writing P .0.
Box 16151, Tel Aviv 61160 or by telephoning 246-063 in Tel Aviv.
NEW NEWSPAPER
PHILADELPH IA - A new monthly publication, the Philadelphia Gay
News, will be on the newsstands on
Jan. 3. The newspaper will be part of
the PGN Inc. chain of gay newspapers, which presently includes the
Pittsburgh Gay News and the Ohio
East Gay News. Gay activists Mark
Segal and Keith Clark bought the
franchise rights in Philadelphia from ·
PGN for an undisclosed amount. According to Clark, the first Philadelphia
Gay News issue will have 16 pages.

IMMIGRATIO N OK?
TORONTO, Canada - The Toronto Globe and Mail reports that the
yet unptio}ished report of the Special
Joint Committee on Immigration Policy- will recommend the repeal of the
parts of the Canadian Immigration Act
which ban lesbians and gay men from
the country. Although such a recommendation would have to be enacted
into law, Canadian activists are hopeful and will keep up pressure on the
government.
broom'■rape,

n.

TREE SALE
BOSTON - Colorado Blue Spruce
Christmas trees, nursery grown in
Maine, are going on sale starting
Saturday, December 13, in front of the
Charles Street Meetinghouse. The tree
sale is for the benefit of the Daughters
of Bilitis Building Fund. The trees will
be on sale every evening after the 13th
until they are sold out.
ADOPTION ATTEMPT
VANCOUVE R, Wash. - The
Washington State Court has refused to
hear an appeal of a case involving an
attempt by two young gay men to
adopt a gay youth. The Washington
Department of Social Services had
originally placed the sixteen year old
boy with the two men after staffpeople
had recommended gay foster parents
as the best solution for the youth.
However the issue was raised in the
courts and the judge who heard the
case, Judge Skimas, ruled that the
young man would be seriously
"harmed" if he lived with gay people.
According to the prosecutor in the
case, the youth is now back at home
with his real parents and now has a
girlfriend. "Everything is great." the
prosecutor reports.

Fairy Bluebird (irena fnulla).

CONVENTION DEM.
NEW YORK - A major, national
gay demonstration at the 1976 Democratic National Convention is being
planned by the New York State
Coalition of Gay Organizations
(NYSCGO).

a.,,

Broom-rape. Flowerlna
plant of Orobanch~ minor, parasitic on the root of white
clover ; a. a flower.

MEDIA IMAGES
NEW YORK - Viacom Enterprises,
the company that owns the television
syndication rights to the infamous
lesbian-rape show, "Born Innocent,"
has refused to meet with members of
the National Gay Task Force media
committee. The NGTF urges people to
put pressure on Viacom by writing to
them. Letters should be sent to Larry
Hilford, President, Viacom Enterprises, 345 Park Ave., New York City
10022.
BRAZIL BAN
RIO DE JANEIRO - The rightwing military government of Brazil has
tightened censorship regulations again.
Censors have now informed editors
that any discussion of homosexuality is
forbidden in the press. Other taboo
subjects include Latin American social
problems, repression, and censorship.
According to the censors, the reason for the ban is that the appearance
of such material is ''part of the Communist strategy to weaken the morality
of the people.''

The state-wide coalition of over 50
groups unanimously voted to "sponsor, organize, and help build a mass
demonstration " at their quarterly conference October 4 and 5 in Rochester.
The central focus of next July's
demonstration at the Democratic National Convention in New York City is
to demand repeal of sodomy laws and
passage of gay civil rights legislation.
"We were originally prompted to
this action by the failure of the New
York State Legislature to repeal the
consensual sodomy law and pass gay
rights legislation, but we are · also
concerned about similar legislation in
other states and the national gay rights
bill," said Arthur Goodman, one of
five NYSCGO Spokespersons.
NYSCGO's primary focus for the
past several years has been state-wide
lobbying for gay rights. "It is now time
for us to shift our emphasis, to be
visibly active in our drive for full
constitutional rights;" said Madeline
Davis, Spokesperson. "We will be at
the Convention to demand that convention delegates and the public recognize the rights of lesbians and gay men,
and to say that we, the gay community,
will not accept second-hand citizenship."
For further information about the
NYSCGO Demonstration , contact one
of the five NYSCGO Spokespersons:
Madeline Davis, 270 Potomac Ave.,
Buffalo, NY 14213.
Arthur Goodman, 231 W. 21, Apt. 3A,
New York City, NY 10011.
Loretta Letman, 130 W. 75th St.,
NYC, NY 10023.
Jerry Martin, 285 W. 11th St., New
York City, NY 10014.
Mary Lou Wells, 420 D Village 11
Drive, Hilton. NY 14468.

News Commentary
By Neil Miller
BOSTON - A backlash appears to
be developing among gay people on the
issue of gays in the Military. After a .
period in which private doubts were
sacrificed to a perception that the
military issue was a powerful consciousness-raising device among both
gays and straights, gay activists are
asking some hard questions about the
wisdom - and morality - of gay
participation in the Armed Forces.
This new anti-military consciousness
surfaced at the Gay Academic Union
Conference held last month in New
York, where two broadsides and a
me~ting were held to discuss the
situation. And in San Francisco, after
a stormy meeting of Bay Area Gay
Liberation (BAGEL), the group refused t6 co-sponsor a fund-raising
event for former T /Sgt. Leonard
Matlovich.
At the GAU Conference, Mikhail
Francis Itkin, editor of Maverick, a
New York gay monthly newspaper,
handed out copies of a Maverick
editorial entitled "Non Serviam." In
the editorial, some of which has
already been quoted in this newspaper
(see GCN, Vol. 3, No. 24), Itkin called
the Armed Forces "an organization of
murderers.'' ''The struggle that some
Gay persons seem to be undertaking to
get into or remain in the Armed Forces
is unworthy of any person seeking to
manifest our inherent sovereignty · as
free persons," Itkin stated. "Our total
response to the state at this level must
be: NON SERVIAM! I will not serve."
In the statement, Itkin described
military participants as having been
"br.ainwashed, conditioned and robotized into seeking to serve the state as its
pawns and hired murderers." "We

Anti-Military Backlash Surfaces
must oppose their efforts as unworthy
of Gay Liberation and treasonous to
our common humanity,'' Itkin stated.
Somewhat more moderate in tone
was a broadside issued at the GAU by
playwright Jonathan -Katz ("Coming
Out") and twelve other gay men. Their
statement, entitled "Civil Rights or
Gay Liberation" recognized the "compelling reasons that lead many individuals to serve in the Armed Forces"
focusing on the needs of women,
blacks, and poor whites for a "guarantee of adequate food, shelter, employment, mobility, and occupational
training'' which only the Military
provides. The broadside also indicated
"unequivocal support" for the effort
to end "the Armed Forces policy of
excluding gay people from the military."
·
However, the statement sharply
criticized ''the uncritical acceptance of
gay leaders of the sentiments expressed
in the statement (by Leonard Matlovich), "I love the Military'." · The
signers denounced the US Military as a
"repressive police force whose sole
purpose is to make the world safe for
American imperialism.'' ''Privileges

for the few -of us must not be won at
the price of endorsing a system which
will continue to oppress the majority of
us," they concluded.
In a telephone interview with GCN,
Jonathan Katz, said over 60 people had
attended the GAU meeting called for in
the broadside, and that a "mini
conference" to be held in New York on
January 20. "The military issue made a
number of us begin to feel the need for
a socialist and left perspective in th_e
gay movement," Katz said. "Matlovich is the symbol of the establishment
trend. But we must go beyond even the
military issue to find a clear left-gay
voice." Katz emphasized that the
January 20 conference would not deal
with the military issue in itself but
attempt to revitalize the Gay Left.
"Every minority group is faced with
the same problem - just how much
do we want to integrate,'' Katz told
me: "That is the main question here."
Meanwhile, in San Francisco, an
intensely emotional meeting of Bay
Area Gay Liberation (BAGEL) ended
with that organization's almost splitting apart on the military issue. After
hours of debate on whether to co-spon-

sor the Matlovich fund-raiser, almost
half of the members began walking out
of the meeting after the pro-military
forces won the vote. However, in view
of the walk-out, the motion was almost
unanimously rescinded and tabled.
Matlovich is still slated to appear
b~fore the group, however, and talk
about the event, which may be held in
the Cow Palace and include celebrities
like Lily Tomlin.
A counterattack by the Matlovich
forces is to be expected soon. Yet it's
clear that for the first time, after a
period of silence in the gay press and
manipulation in the 'straight' media, a
real discussion about goals and directions of the gay movement may be
beginning. As the Katz broadside
states, "In the rush to win entry into
this most sacrosanct of American
institutions, a crucial distinction has
been lost - the distinction of combatting discrimination against gay people
and the long-range goal of achieving
liberation." The Matlovich case has
heightened the contradictions; the new
debate on the issue may, signal a
. much-needed rethinking of who· we are
and where we are going.

Pro-Gay Mayor for San Francisco
· By Ian Johnson

SAN FRANCISCO - Gay-endorsed

Strong support from the city's ChiState Senator George Moscone narcano, black, and gay communities
rowly defeated City Supervisor John
provided the--margin of victory, and
Barbagelata .by a mere 20Jo of the vote ·
Moscone thanked the gay community
in the Dec. 11 run-off election for
during his televised victory speech. "I
mayor of San Francisco. Final returns
am proud that San Francisco is a city in
showed Moscone with 101,528 votes to ' which its gay citizens can live openly
Barbagelata's 97,213.
with no fear of discrimination,"
Moscone said.
Though both candidates actively
solicited.the city's large gay voting
block, appearing at gay functions and
even at gay bars, the main issues of the
campaign revolved around economics
- the tax rate, city spending, and city
solvency.
The campaign became· a classical
liberal-conservative contest. Barbagelata, a fiscal conservative who was
heavily backed by business and realty
interests, almost succeeded in painting
Moscone as the "spend-thrift liberal."
He drew heavy support from the
tax-weary white middle class voters in
the vast outer sections of the city.
Sen. Moscone, as Senate Majority
Leader, is best known in the gay community for his successful maneuvering
through the legislature of the consenSuspects charged with the murder of John S. Knight 3rd. They are (1-r) Steven
sual sex bill. He is universally credited
Maleno and Salvatore Soli. Also pictured is Isaiah Melendez, suspect found dead.
with single-handedly bringing about
PHILADELPHIA - Police here
homosexual who would be afraid to go - the bill's narrow passage.
have arrested two suspects in the brutal
In contrast, Barbageleta has only
to the police.
slaying of Knight-Ridder publishing
recently beguh voting pro-gay on issues
However, according to the Daily
heir, John S. Knight III. One of the
News report, the robbery turned into
before the City Board of Supervisors
suspects - Steven Maleno - is in
murder as one of the three, angered at
and has appeared awkward in soliciting
Philadelphia police custody and has
not finding cash in the apartment,
the gay vote.
been charged with murder, burglary,
stabbed Knight to death with a scuba
Not surprisingly, Moscone received
robbery, aggravated assault, and crim. diving knife.
from 70% to 800Jo of the vote in
inal conspiracy. A second suspect,
heavily gay areas of the city. BarbageSalvatore Soli, waived extradition and
will be returned to Philadelphia from
Miami within ten days. A third wanted
man - Isaiah(Felix) Melendez - was
found dead last week near a golf course
HARRISBURG, Penn. - The
indicates that attempts to stop the bill
in Pine Hills, New Jersey.
Pennsylvania legislature's latest antimay now be more difficult.
A massive police search of the gay
gay bill has arrived at the House · of
As an indication of committee
community including an interrogation
Representative's Labor Relations
attitudes towards gays, a local newspaof a large number of gay people had
Committee after sailing through the
per quoted one member, Rep. Ralph
accompanied revelations that pictures
State Senate 44-2. The bill, which
Grazie as saying, "I think it's best not
of young boys and diaries showfng
would bar gay people from public
having 'em nowhere." "Let's get rid of
"bisexual tendencies" had been found
employment in Pennsylvania, is the
'em," the Representative continued.
in Knight's apartment. However the
seventh anti-gay bill introduced this
"They ' make you feel uneasy." Anthree suspects in the case apparently
year. The most recent one was vetoed
other committee member, Rep. Marvin
had no connection with the gay
by Governor Milton Shapp.
Miller defined a gay person as "one
community.
Pennsylvania gay activists were takwho likes his vice-versa."
The Philadelphia Daily News, the
en by surprise at the bill's assignment
As GCN went to press, the Pennsylnewspaper for which Knight had
to the Labor Relations Committee.
vania Gay Legislation Committee was
worked, reported that the three men
They had hoped to "bottle up" the bill
meeting in Harrisburg to map strategy
thought that they were planning the
in another House committee but an
for stopping the bill.
"perfect crime" - robbing a rich
early poll of Labor Relations members

Knight Suspects Seized

leta had originally been endorsed by
one of the city's gay newspapers, The
Sentinal, but this endorsement was
if'etracted in the paper's next issue amid
rumors of community hostility to the
move.
In January, the new mayor, sheriff,
and district attorney will all take office
with heavy gay support. There will also
be a gay majority on the board of
supervisors.
In a related development, two present supervisors appear certain to run
for Moscone's old Senate seat. If one
of them is elected, Moscone will have
to appoint a successor to the winner on
the Board of Supervisors. The mayorelect has already stated that he would
most likely appoint the next-highest
vote-getter in the recent November
election. This would be Harvey Milk,
who ran as an openly gay candidate.
Milk was active in Moscone's campaign and his appointment would
produce San Francisco's first openly
gay supervisor.

CONTRIBUTE TO GCN

Anti-Gay Bill on the Move

The above thermometer will weekly show GCN's progress
towards solvency in 1976. The main source of additional

income will be generated by a series of benefits which
began last month and will continue until January. You
can contribute simply by attending. If you are unable to
attend or wish to make a larger donation we are also
encouraging people to send contributions to:
SOLVENCY '76
GCN
22 BROMFIELD ST.
BOSTON , MASS. 02108
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As reported on our News Notes page
this week, the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination has
had its budget cut by over 34% for the
next fiscal year as part of the state's
economy drive. Due to this financial
situation, MCAD has been unable to
hold public hearings since last June
and it now has a backlog of 2,000
cases. Furtherm ore, the latest budget
cut means that the commission will
have to lay off eight of its key
employees.
It's clear from these cuts that the
MCAD is virtually immobilized as an
effective organization for at least the
next year. Until the cuts are restored, a
Commission Against Discrimination in
this state exists in name only. This
situation is obviously crucial for Third
World People; for women, and other
minorities who are attempting to right
the wrongs which they experience in
this society.
For gay people, the immobilization
or' the MCAD poses a problem that is
less immediate but still fundamental.
Gay people are not at this time able to
go to the MCAD with specific complaints of discrimination due to sexual

········· ······~· ········· ·····•··

asp ect
•1n erro r
Dear GCN:
I was most annoyed to read the ar~cle in the
Dec. 13 (Vol. 3, No. 24) issue by John Kyper on
the Gay Academic Union conference. His article
not only avoids three-quart ers of the conference,
but the aspect which it covers is in error. To
begin with:
1. Musicians Miles Fisco and Paul Wagner
never played at the conference. They were ill and
pianist John Bell Young substituted.
2. The dance on Saturday night was scheduled
to end at l a.m., and never at any other time .
Mr. Kyper should have read his- program.
3. The Black and Puerto Rican Panel was not a

Dear GCN:
Your interview with Sarah Montgomery, coleader of the NYC parents of gays, was poetic
justice. Will Saint Sarah slay the homophob ic
dragon? I'll never forget her carrying her sign as
the only uncloseted mother at the 1974 Gay Pride
March in NYC.
When I read about John and Charlie taking
their lives together in the September Time mag
article on Matlovich, I overflowed, a poem
surfaced. I sent it to Time as a letter to the
editor/ instead they printed a lot of reactionary
nonsense in the forum, "the love that won' t shut
up ." It was typical Time mag razzle dazzle/ give
em that ol' razzle dazzle and they'll always come
back for more. To the lovely Sarah Montgomery:

For Charles and John
lover's entangled/ in the lover's hold
entangled in each others arms
resting at the base of Oceans/
lakes/
& rivers/
you refused the refuse pile
the dark cloister
the unbearable closet
entangled in times womb
suspended in liquid/
light/
& space/
my tear forms at the curve of
your arm embroidered buttocks
love wet lips and waist
A Good Gay Poet,
David Emerson Smith

sep ara tist
Dear GCN,
As a dyke-separatist I was glad to see that the
men finally got it together to have a gay-MENScenter; a good step in the direction of realizing
that the gay movement and the dyke-feministwomen's movement have almost nothing in common. But what pissed me off was that their first
move to raise money was to show "Tricia's
Wedding" - a sick, scab-drag movie that
oppresses and rips-off women under the guise of
right-on leftist, sexual liberation, fucked up male
politics . I don't mind men getting it together but not at my expense, again. So listen boys, one
mistake is enough. If you expect women to
believe, even a little, in what you are trying to do
- watch it.
Sam the Dyke
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workshop. As a panel, the panelists are free to
talk about whatever they choose. The GAU does
not issue doctrines to the panelists.
4. Th,e GAU business meeting was mainly for
members of the GAU . To vote at that meeting
one needed to be a member 30 days before the
meeting. However, if one wanted to attend the
meeting they could have gotten up for it. The
meeting ultimately started at 10:30 a.m. and
lasted until 12:30 p.m.
5. I hesitate to make this a fifth point because
it is not really a factual error. New Englanders
may have been irked at the New York orientation, but few New Englanders who were asked to
attend showed up . This year, more than ever, the
panelists came from diverse sections of the
nation . Panelists were asked from all over the
world. However, it is not the fault of the Conference Committee that such people could not
attend. As with all Gay organizations, the GAU
could not afford to pay anyone's transportation. And so, those who did attend from outside
of New York (and that was at least half) had to
attend at their own expense. Last year a mailing
went out to over a thousand people asking for
ideas and papers. We made up 2,500 leaflets
mentioning, in addition to the mailing mentioning the request. If some people in New England
do not respond, who is to blame?
In Gay struggle,
· Tony Russo
Spokesperson, N.Y. Chapter

poe tic iust ice

~ l\ QE

.

GCN has learne d that the
Bostop Police Depart ment
has station ed underc over
officer s on "The Block" sec~
tion of the Back Bay (bound ed by Marlbo rough, Arlington, Berkel ey streets , and
Comm onwea lth Ave.) that
appea r to be "repai ring" a .
vehicle with a raised hood.
Person s in the area at night
are therefo re advise d to
procee d with caution when
the "break down" is presen t.

orientation. However, the gay rights
bills, recently re-filed in the legislature, depend heavily on the MCAD to
enforce rights of gay people in areas of
public and private employment and
housing. If the MCAD is not functioning, much of the content of the
proposed gay rights bills will become
valueless.
Gay people have put a large amount
of time and energy into formulating
and lobbying for gay rights legislation.
We have never believed that such legislation would be a panacea for all the
problems of gay people in this society,
but recourse,to the MCAD could prove
a vital tool for gays in specific inst'ances ·
of discrimination. Yet if the MCAD
remains in a state of disuse, everything
that we have fought so hard for will
become meaningless.
It's extremely importan t that gay
people put pressure on their state
senators and' representatives to restore
the cuts that threaten to destroy the
MCAD. Unless there is a working and
functioning Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination, any legislative gains that we might achieve will
be nothing more than symbolic.

Letters to the Editor should be 200
words or less. A II letters submitte d for
publication must be signed; names will
be withheld upon request. GCN retains
the right to edit all letters.
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the bastard of
•
promiscuous

energy
Dear GCN:
Alan Belkin's article on relationships was the
most personal, sensitive, and mature piece of
writing I have read in GCN. ~umanity,
something too ma~ gays suppress (whatever
their pseudo bag is), affected mei,_and summed up
nicely my own dilemma. Not ev~rything in the
paper should be "sensitive," politieal, or of
serious nature, however, the genuine feeling
Alan so courageously displayed was rare indeed.
Too often fervor, the bastard of promiscuous
energy, is mistaken for emotion and sensitivity.
Gays, like all people, tend to subjugate their
humanity for some cause. Al~n appealed to my
'
"humanhood."
Unfortunately, besides the difficulties we must
face as gays in a straight society, we must deal
with the shallow, in1me values promulgated by a

few dissipated gays . A sample of prerequisites
for relationships are: a Mark Spitz visage, a definite measurement, a desperate need, and sundry
"heavy" requirements. Oh, before I forget, a
frequent demand is to be "straight appearing." I
find that alternately hilarious and degrading. So
insecure are some of these gay people that they
want to pass for straight. Remember when blacks
passed for white and were "closet blacks"?
How often have I heard the plaintive cry of "I
want to find someone with 'emotion, passion,
and sensitivity," only to hear that same remark
echo through the Fens as these same people drain
themselves and others. Is that where: Alan and I
will find lovers, or should we become "sexual
beings" (bi-sexual?) and m~rry?
Alan, if we concentrate our feelings on these
people we will become cynical and forget our
quest. How accurate a human desire you
describe: "a being with whom I can communicate in head and heart, as well as physically."
Keep your human integrity, your values and
ethics, they will see you through . I have been
searching longer than you but I am confident, as
weary and suspicious as I am, that we will find
someone.
With genuine feeling,
David W. Ellison

•
•
•1sms-1sms-1sms
Dear GCN:
I just finished reading Mark Silber's article on
combatting anti-semitism within the gay community. I feel that there is agreement amongst
many gays that this is quite necessary. However,
the issue of 'zionism' was also injected into the
politics of our community - the gay community.
We gay people have been and will be confronted with a lot of isms as time goes by. For
example, we have anarchism, capitalism, socialism, fascism, communism, liberalism, marxism,
maoism, libertarianism, zionism, this ism and
that ism. And, as gay people, we have a right to
know how each of the isms relate to the issues of
gayness and feminism.
In other words we have the right to know how
the basic political ideologies underlying 'zionism' relate to our gayness- and our feminism.
There will be those who try to evade the issue by
saying that certain isms do not relate to gayness
and feminism. Given the basic tenants of the
nature of the sex-pol or sexual-politics, I feel it is
easy to realize that all the isms relate to our -gayness and feminism in either a negative and/or
.
positive manner.
In that same letter some slurs 'were aimed in

the direction of the Lavender and Red Uruon as
being anti-semitic. I feel that in all fairness you
should print the political position taken by that
group. In the political perspective which the
Lavender and Red Union published the following statements on the question appear:
"Jews have a long history of oppression
throughout the world, especially under capitalism. Anti-jewishness stems from an ideology
similar to racism based on the need for cultural
and ideological domination by oppressor cultures. The oppression of jews has by no means
vanished in the U.S.A . . . . The Jewish people
have every right to maintain their culture and
peoplehood."
It is beyond me how Mark Silber was able to
take these comments and accuse the Lavender
and Red Union of covert anti-semitism. His
exact words were, "Covert anti-semitism is
rampant in such leftist organizations as the
Lavender and Red Union." I feel that does not
only Mark Silber owe us all an explanatio:i of
this contradiction and absurd insinuation; but
that he should certainly let us all know . .. jew
and non-jew alike ... the relationship of zionism
to gay liberation and feminism?
In liberation,
Joel Starkey

YOUR DREAM-VACATION
DA VS OF WARM, CLEAR SUNSHINE
IN
CANCUN
ON THE MEXICAN CARIBBEAN

For the Benefit of Gay Communit
,

News

(in conjunction with Rogal Associates)

-

•14Milesof
Beaches
• Snorkeling and
Deep Sea Fishing

JANUARY

• Fabulous Nightlife

4-11

• Trips to Nearby
Mayan Ruins
• Luxury Hotel

:.
l

• Tennis

$379

Per Person - Double occupancy
All These Great Features Are Included In
This Fantastic Low Price
• U.S. and Mexican departure taxes
• Roundtrip transfers between Cancun Airport
and the hotel
• Roundtrip Boston/
Cancun via chartered
Pan American Jet

CANCUN, MEXICO-:-- A tropical island paradise of palmfringed, white sand beaches just off the coast of the historic
Yucatan Peninsula. Where Mayan kings wintered 1,000 years
ago, you can enjoy fourteen miles of beaches, scuba diving and
deep sea fishing, tennis, and an exciting nightlife. If you can
tear yourself away from the beach, Cancun features fascinating
expeditions to Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula. Only a few hours
away are the Mayan ruins of Chichen-Itza and Uxmal with
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION FILL OUT THE FOLLOWING FORM IMMEDIATELY OR CALL NEIL AT GCN,

• Hot meals and beverages in flight
• Seven (7) Nights at the
El Presidente Hotel and
Golf Club me. Mexican
hotel taxes
• Welcoming Cocktail
Party with hors d'oeuvres and music
• Gratuities to hotel
employees
• Baggage handling gratuities at airport

their world renowned pyramids. Equally accessible are the
colorful markets of the Spanish colonial city of Merida and the
alluring islands of Isla Mujeres and Cozumel. There's lots to
do. Or you can forget it all while you float in an ocean so
turquoise blue that it doesn't look real. Don't miss this rare
chance to have a wonderful time in the sun while helping out
the community at home.
--------------------------- ---------·
Yes, please send me information immediately about
GCN's Cancun trip.

(617] 426-4469.

Name ___________________ __

MAIL TO: GCN CANCUN TRIP
22 BROMFIELD ST.
BOSTON, MA. 02ti18

Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Zip
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _State._____
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Hartford Drag Halted
By Mike Callen
WEST HARTFORD, Conn. - In
Massachusetts the Chateau de Ville
dinner theatre revue, ''French Dressing," continues to draw large crowds.
But in West Hartford, Connecticut's
Finnochio's East, the State Liquor
Commission has ''requested'' and successfully effected the closing of a
similar production entitled "Ivan the
Terrible and His Leading Ladies of
New York.''
According to John Rimmer, promotion manager for the recently opened
Finnoccio's East, the Commission's
request comes in striking contrast to
the commission inspector's response to
the similar show at the Chateau de
Ville in Windsor, Conn. The commis- sion's "review" of that show W::lS

Police Stop the Show
favorable; the comm1ss1oners found
the show "enjoyable," according to
Rimmer.
The management attributes this discriminatory policy to the fact that
clientele of Finnoccio's is predominantly gay; "They (the liquor commission) would not have closed this show
if this had been a straight bar. It's
clearly a case of discrimination,"
Rimmer claimed.
The Connecticut Liquor Control
Act, Section 30-6-A(24), states that
"no on-premises consumption place of
business such as a restaurant, tavern,
hotel, cafe or club shall permit
entertainment con~isting of impersonations either of fem ales by males or of
males by females." It would then

NY Appoints Activist
NEW YORK - Twenty-five-yearold Paul Burt, a prominent activist in
the New York gay liberation movement, has been appointed to Community Planning Board 8 by Percy Sutton,
borough president of Manhattan. Burt
is the first open gay ever to serve on a
Community Planning Board in New
York City: His appointment is effective immediately and runs until Jan. 1,
1977, at which time he will be eligible
for re-appointment.
The board is the primary local
government body existing on the
neighborhood level. The boards have
been compared to mini-city councils.
They make decisions and recommendations on the full range of governmental operations relating to the neighborhood, from police matters and
zoning to the functioning of city parks
and public transportation.
After meeting with Sutton in his
office in the municipal building Dec.
11 to receive official confirmation of
his appointment, Burt issued a brief
statement saying that his appointment
is a tribute to both the growing
political power and sophistication of
New York's gay com~unity. Community Board 8, on which Burt will serve,

covers all of Manhattan's Upper East
Side, a posh neighborhood with a considerable percentage of gay residents.
Burt expressed hope that a qualified
gay person will soon be appointed to
the Community Planning Board serving Greenwich Village, the city's bestknown "gay ghetto."
Burt's statement noted, "It is grati-·
fying that the borough president realizes the importance of appointing open
gays to governmental positions at every
level. For too long Manhattan's large
gay population has been without adequate representation on decisionmaking bodies which affect our lives.''
Paul Burt is currently president of
the Eastside Gay Organization, a small
neighborhood gay activist group serving the Upper East Side. He is a former
delegate-at-large of the Gay Activists
Alliance of New York, and is an active
member of the National Gay Task
Force and the Gay Political Union. A
former employee of ABC-TV, he is
now working full-time on various gayrelated videotape projects. He was coproducer of the video show which
recently received acclaim at the Gay
Academic Union conference at Columbia University.

appear that Finnoccio's (classified by
the commission as a "cafe") would
have little basis for allegations of discrimination. However, the issue -is
clouded by the fact that the Chateau de
Ville dinner-theatre chains (classified
by the commission as a "restaurant"
and hence likewise governed under
Section 30-6-A(24), have been able to
hold the shows and will continue to do
so.
When questioned by the management of Finnoccio's as to the "arbitrary'' employment of this section, the
commission reportedly claimed that
the distinction is oased upon the fact
that the dinner theatre ''has a dining
room." Finnoccio's also has a "dining
room," according to its management.
According to management sources,
legal action against the State of Connecticut has been instituted by the

manager of the theatre company, on
the basis that the State is depriving him
unlawfully of his right to earn a livelihood.
When questioned as to the nature of
the show, Rimmer stressed the fact that
the show is basically advertised as a
"Variety Show" as opposed to a
"Female Revue." Impressions (as
perhaps subtly distinct from impersonations) done by the troupe were to
range from Santa Claus and Sammy
Davis Jr. to Bette Davis and Marilyn
Monroe. All material was to be
pantomimed. Rimmer stressed that
from his detailed review of the tapes,
the show was to contain no nudity or
obscene language and that the members of the show consider themselves
primarily entertainers - not female
impersonators.

MAINE LINE
by Susan W. Henderson
PORTLAND- During the night of
Dec. 7, an arsonist or arsonist.s. set fire
to the former church on Oak Street,
slated · to.' be' made· a gay club by
Roland Labbe,' owner of Roland's
Tavern, one of two gay bars in this
state. The manager informs us that the
fire was definitely set, and that the
police are working on the case. This is
the second time within a year that it is
believed that homophobes have burned
a gay establishment in Maine. The
heterosexual press, so eager to cover
crimes in w_hich gay people are
·implicat":d (vide the recent Knight
murder) have been silent on the matter.
Gay groups in the state are considering
action to create pressure for a thorough investigation.

+

+

+

BANGOR - Anyone interested in
reviving the Gay Support and Action
group should write to GSA, Box 110,
Bangor, Me. 04401. We need a group
in northern Maine.
+
+
+
FARMINGTON .:_ Anyone in the
Farmington area who is interested in
forming a gay group should write to
the Maine Gay Task Force, Box 4542,
Portland 04112. They will put you in
touch with other interested people in
the area.

+

+

I

+

A NOTE OF THANKS to the anonymous person in The Bronx who keeps
sending me gay-related newspaper clippings. Your contributions are much
appreciated. They are being kept for
the MGTF archives.

The
Gay People's Alliance at the University
of Maine here held a very successful
dance on Dec. 6. About $50 was
grossed for the club's projects. The
next dance will be Jan. 17, again in the
cafeteria in Payson Smith Hall on the
Portland campus. Space has been reserved for two other dances this year.
Reservations have also been made for
Maine Gay Symposium III, to be held
on the weekend of April 23-25. Mark it
on your calendar, folks!
PORTLAND-GORHAM

NEW YORK REVELATIONS
By Tony Russo
John Soldo, who ,announced his

candidacy for President two weeks
ago, has been committed to the Metropolitan Mental Health Clinic. Soldo, a
professor at Columbia University, was
the first openly gay candidate to run
for the presidency. As of now, it is
uncertain if he will continue his
campaign.
Paul Burt has been appointed a
member of Commuµity Board 8. Burt,
a long time gay activist, is the first
person to ever be appointed to a Community Board as an open gay.
While involved in politics, Paul
Burt, David Sassor and other interested
people- will be putting together a
resource guide on video and audio
tapes. The .guide is expected to be ready
for the WNET's three hour Gay Community Service Show in February.
TeleVISIONS ~agazine will also be
printing the guide. In an effort to make
the guide as complete as possible, the
group has sent out an appeal to all
those who have any knowledge of
video or audio tapes of gay related
events either for a lending or renting
basis to send their information to
David Sassor, 70 8th Ave., Aot. 2B,
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New York City.
Bob Roth, another long time gay
activist, is also putting together a
resource guide. This guide will concern
gay groups in and around New York
City. If anyone has information or
services which might benefit gay
groups, send it to Bob Roth, c/o Renaissance House, Box 292 Village Sta.,
New York City 10014.
Because of their involvement in the
resource-- catalpgues, Bob Roth and
Marilyn Renslor have resigned as
members of the board of directors of
the New York Community Center. According to Roth, "No one is iJ!terested
in helping out. If people want a center
they can have one, but they will have to
work." Roth and Renl'sor both feel that
creating a resource ·guide will help
articulate the philosophy of a center
and help determine whether or not there
is a need for one. With only two members left, it is uncertain as to whether
or not the board will continue.
Meanwhile, members of the Gay
Academic Union have decided to form
a Gay Caucus different from the men's .
and women's caucuses. The new
caucus will deal strictly with gay
academic concerns.

I

+

+

Season's Greetings
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Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year,
Much Love to All
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Would like to thank the Gay Community and their friends for their
loyal support during this past year.
·Our hearts are full and we are overwhelmed, all we can say is:
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Norma & Lester
of Lester's TV
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'Macrobiotic Morality' Protest Set
By Margo Schulter
BOSTON - Gays and friends will
gather 8:30 a.m. on Saturday, Jan. 3,
at the Statler Hilton Hotel here to
protest a seminar by the East West
Foundation (EWF) in which a negative
view of homosexuality will be presented, and in which gay people have
been refused the chance to offer an
alternative viewpoint.
Running at Suite 437 of the hotel
from 9 to 5 on.Jan. 3-4, the seminar on
"Man and Woman" will consist
mainly of lectures by Michio Kushi, the
publisher of East West Journal and a
well-known "spiritual" figure ·in B·oston. According to an EWF p0ster, his
topics will include: "Heterosexuality,
bi-sexuality, group sex, homosexuality,
sadism and masochism." Kushi takes
the public view that homosexuality is
the result of a dietary imbalance which
makes men too "feminine" and women too "masculine"; that gay people
who take up a "macrobiotic" diet invariably go straight;· and that the gay
lifestyle cannot include full emotional
and spiritual growth.
After an inquiry to Addison wood

of EWF revealed that no gay people
were included on the program, it wa"S
proposed by gay people that one hour

Michio Kushi

of the 13-hour seminar be devoted to a
gay panel which would present its
lifestyle in an affirmative way and
engage in dialogue with the audience.
In making this request, the gay delega-

tion argued that since homosexuality
was a major topic of the seminar it
would be most fair to include the viewpoints of gay people on this topic. A
spokesperson for EWF refused the
request, arguing that the format had
been set and that the purpose of the
semjnar was to promote Michio Kushi 's viewpoint on sexuality, not to
debate it.
In the Nov. 15 issue of East West
Journal, Kushi opposes legal repression against homosexuals but generally
takes an anti-gay position: "Homosexual involvements cannot lead to a
fully matured, fully blossomed life for
either party. It tends to be very
temporary. If two people are involved
in a homosexual relationship for a long
time, even throughout their lives, "they
themselves may be happy but they are
not yet experiencing the largest part of
human life. . . . When a woman
becomes a mother through sexual
activity, then really full satisfaction as
a woman, as a mother, results in the
natural course of sexual intercourse.
Similarly for a man. When a man
becomes a really good father, having
many children ... he starts to under-

stand really what human life is."
Declining to exclude the possibility
of bisexuality as an occasional adjunct
to a straight relationship, Kushi still
maintains: ''when we are eating food
that makes us physically and mentally
clear, then we do not usually-have such
feelings or we are not interested.''
For Kushi, opposition to gay love as
a fulfilling lifestyle is only part of his
more general support for traditional
sex roles. He maintains that when men
eat "sugar and spice" (quoting the old
adage) or when women eat meats and
salted foods, then they become resp~ctively "feminine" and "masculine."
This leads to homosexuality. Also, if
people of either sex consumer dairy
products high in fat, they will lose skin
sensitivity and sensual acuity; in this
state they will seek the familiarity of a
same-sex partner, feeling inadequate in
a straight relationship.
As Kushi sums up his philosophy: "I
would prefer to encourage males to be
masculine, fem ales to be feminine, and
both of them to seek the right
partner.''
For more information about the
demonstration, call Margo at 232-4181
or leave a message at GCN (426-4469).
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T-SHIRTS, above design: $4 postpaid
Adults: S,M,L,XL, blue or gold
Children: S,M,L, gold only
SAXE I'O:Elt, "Self Defense," 75,: poHpaid; 3 f,:,r $2

Order from: Susan s.;,a_. Defense Fund,
c/o National Lawyers,Gu!ld, l427
Walnut St., Philadelphia HlO::.. Additi.onal contributions for Susan I s
Boston defense gratefully received!
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fleoaira
Bill Wooding
864-2065

Hartford's

Newest
Little Jack Horner sat in the corner
eating ~is Christma s pie
when asked to suggest where
Christma s shopping
is ~ t he said ,
''Store 24 's where I buy.''
milk • papers • bread • friends • gifts • eternal life

Gentlem en's
Dance Bar
New Year's Party
Buffet
After Hours Breakfast
Rooms Available
Dec. 31

$5.00 per person

YOUR HOST: ART RUSSO

24 hours a night
7 days a week

AllA ltS

440 Asylum Ave.
Hartford, CT._ : (203) 525-5882
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1270
Wednesday, December 31

C/Jyffet
.

· CJJottle ef CJiampag11e Jor- a "CJiampag11e CJ'oast"
· CJ-Iouis, CJ-lats, a11d 'Pavors
rq]a11cing 011 CJliree 'Ploors
~ots ef 'Pu11!
Admission $5.00

1270 Boylston -St.,
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Boston

I..

·rx·i"J•i••·r,·1·•·r•1·.-r,·r,-r,•j·nrrx-rrrn Con 1e
Quickly becoming a well-known
point of interest in downtow n Boston,
taking its place on the Freedom Trail
with the Old North Church and
Fanieul Hall, is the GCN "facility ;"
i.e., water closet, washroo m, latrine,
rest room ... what have you. Sandbox?!! As one pauses in one's daily
routine, reading the Farmers' Almanac
or the latest Sears catalogue , one
becomes inc::reasingly overwhe lmed
with the impish desire to deface the
nearest wall. In an office like GCN,
with its preponde rence of intensely
creative types, the walls don't stand a
chance. The graffitti in the GCN
personsr oom, with its numerou s AddOns, may be the only real commun ication between staff members in that
office.
For those of you who have missed
this marvel at the GCN litterbox, I
have attempte d to transcrib e some of
the words of wisdom for your enlightenment. But if you are ever in the area
of 22 Bromfiel d, be sure to stop in,
take a seat and make yourself comfortable. Be sure you have your favorite
writing utensil in hand or you'll suffer
the fate of the poor soul who wrote:

Wr ite Wit h

"Don't be silly - you know what
we're Great at!!"
"Yes! Cooking, cleaning, sewing &
making babies."
-"The Goddess will get you for that. "
"You're probably a Faggot anyway. "
"Are you implying I have conception
envy?"
"No. That is a misconception on your
part."

•••

"EAT APHIDS "
"No one else will. "
"This is 'Bunk'. It is a fact of nature
that our friend the Lady Bug consume s
up to 100 aphids per day. [source: I
saw it on television .] ''
"henceforth to be known [non-sexistly] as the person-bug"
"Excuse my gender-slips"

EAT ~,U1bS

~

,,,,,,.,,

l]less
Harva rd~

"Electric Power"
. "K+IE~• Power is welcome here!!"

"Thank you Baby!"
"but I'm finding the living conditions
a little crowded - Kathy''
It is necessary to remind you readers
at this point that this facility is your
standard outhouse size, however:
"This restroom capacity - 88 persons"
"88 persons wouldn't get much rest"
"-room"
"But it sure would be fun. "
"Wouldn 't it!!"
"Wasn't it!!"
Or other celebrities such as:
"Cannus Americanus - or, the 'Life
of the~ nds here'!"

to which someone replied:
''Or anything to say!''
Undaunt ed our friend retorted:

"Bullshit! I had plenty to-say but it
was all too nasty. "
The poor creative artist's efforts .are
never respected or left alone. Think
back to that copy of the Mona Lisa you
saw with amousta ch painted on. No
sooner does the graffitti artist express a
heretofor e-trapped gem, than everyone
gets into the act. Here's a perfect
example.
"T"ro, four, six, eight, I think dykes
are really great."
Now isn't that a beautiful poignant
thought. Do you think people would
leave it alone? Of cours.e not. Several
days later beneath appeared :
"Great at what?"
And the trend was established . . .

"Did you ever try to go to the
bathroom when you were the only
person on office hours'!"
And then there are the attacks (?) on
personalities, pro and con ...
''Ellen B. Davis is much more attractive in person!"
- "Definit ely"
"much more attractive than what (or
whom)?"
"Than EBD on TV. "
"Oh yes: 'WEBD- TV' Beacon Hill,
Mass''
W.R.I.T.(E) on
EBDisa TV? /

~1_;,,}Y
/.~ell,/~
~
._..... ~•-Qod

"I always wanted to write graffitti on a
bathroom wall but I never had a pen to
do it with before. ,,
/

·

''Remem ber the Golden Rule, Whoever has the gold, makes the rules. ''

"Is that anything like a miscarriage oJ
justice?"
What next? But there is also some
very useful informat ion on those walls
too, such as this sequence:
''Epidend rum radicans Lives!''

"but is reluctant to flower in the
north."
"usually found on the slopes of
Beacon Hill."
Another rash of writings followed
this simple frustratio n-provok ed statement ...

'.' I know, I know, no intended reference to female paraphinalia"
''Stop -rhis nonsense or I shall repor.t
you to the C.I.A. [Chapter of Indigestible Aphids]"

"[They're already watching everything
here!]"
Occasion ally a one liner is allowed to
slip by undefiled . I really can't, help
thinking that this only happens because
someone doesn't have a pen. Some
great examples of one liners are herein
enclosed:
"Up the Republic 's - Alexy Snotcrappe''
''Money is only as good as the people
you can buy with it - the F .B.I."

"I didn't say you were dumb, " I said,
"If you were a gas tank your needle
wnuld hP nn empty. "

By A vi
Excuse me. Would you please hold my hand.
What was that?
Would you please hold hands with me.
Who are you? I don't know you.
I know you. I see you in the lobby after every lunchbreak.
I'm sorry. I don't remember you.
I'm a very good watcher. I never get seen.
Why are you watching me? Why do you want my hand?
You seem a very interesting person. I'm attracted to you.
Now this is something new. I'm kind of taken aback.
You always go into the bathroom to comb your hair before going upstairs.
Do I really?
I've wanted to follow you in but I was scared I'd be too obvious.
Oh ... anyway, the bathroom's got bad vibes.
Yeah, I know.
Look, I'm really glad you came to talk to me.
Really?
Only, I'm not going to hold your hand. How about a shake?
I guess that'll do.
Why'd you want to hold my hand anyways?
I saw two people in the street doing it.
Really?
They seemed to like each other a lot.
That's nice. But, ... why'd you want to hold my hand?
Because I like you.
Well I'm sorry. I don't even know you yet.
Would you like to?
All right.
Maybe then you 'II like me.
Very possible. I'm half tempted to say that I do already, but it's just not cool.
last of three parts

JANUS COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
.

';Pr,tty''

"Patty (H.)"
"Patty's Party has been postponed . . . the F.B.I. "
As it may now seem obvious to you,
the users of the GCN salle de bain are
either quite creative or a barrel of
"crazies" . Someone did however feel
that a certain amount of praise was
due:
• • • • GCN gets 4 stars""Jor graffitti
and five for everything else?
• Marlon Brando
Raquel Welsh
Doris Day
Jim Neighbors [sic]
But my favorite (a one liner) that
seems to sum-up the total feeling, is:
Ugh!
· Save this Ad/or 1011/o Courtesy Discount
Jor re,7<iirs oniy

.

for .wom(!n

_Groups, Individuals ,_-Couples Therapy
419 Boylston St., Room 519, Boston
Tel. 1536-3071

PERMANENT HAIR
REMOVAL

Donald P. William s
Registered Electrologist

41.9 Boylston St.
\. Boston Suite 607

~-8 80
1

01

LESTER'S T. V.
TV-Radio-Phonos-HiFi-Color
Expert Repair & New T. V.s & Stereos- at
lowest prices ANYWHER E! We also buy and
sell used T. V.s. Outside antenna installation a
specialty. Mass. Tech . Lie. 981.
'Old fashioned service at an honest price!
Free Pickup and Delivery

15 Revere St., Beacon Hill, Boston
Tel. 523-2187

FIN AN CIA L ·SE RV ICE S
FO R GA YS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tax Accoun ting
Complete Line of Insurance
Pension Plans
Tax Shelters
Individ ual Retirement Accoun ts
Profit Sharing
Estate Planning
Employee Benefit Plans

CALL FOR '76 AUTO INSURANCE NOW!

Bill Conn aught on (617) 298-7070
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Chrtstmas, What l t Means to be loved
Christmas Greetings from
MCCBoston
By Edward T. Ho.ugen, Minister, M. C. C.-Boston
Accompanying my invitation to write these Christmas greetings was the hope
that I would say more than "Believe in God and have a nice Christmas," that
whatever remarks I made would have some application to gay concerns. Probably
the central emotional issue we as gays have to deal with is the fact that we are aliens
in a still largely non-gay world. Christmas in our culture with its sentimental
glorification of family and togetherness serves often · to underscore our
estrangement from the norm. For many gays this is the most difficult season of the
year to survive.
It is _because we are aliens that this time can have special meaning for us.
Christmas is the story of the birth of an alien who saw a world conforming to
values that led not to freedom, joy, and life but rather slavery, despair, and death.
Christmas is the celebration of one who came to show us another way, a way which
understands that following the world's formula for success is an empty and tragic
illusion.
The central message of Christmas is thlalt God accepts you, God cares for you,
God loves you! All the ways you bend yourself out of shape in order to be
acceptable, in order to be loved are unnecessary - in~eed they get in the way for you are loved as you are. It's a simple message, yet one rarely really heard or
understood.
As gay persons we are all familiar with the difficulties and disadvantages of
being aliens. What Christ came to teach us is tha( being an alien in this world is not
a tragedy but an essential condition for receiving a more abundant life.
At Metropolitan Community Church, we are a group of men and women
discovering together what it means to live a different sort of life, what it means to
be loved. Nothing would give us greater pleasure than to share that life with you.

Rev. Edward T. Hougen and Rev. Margaret Hougen

T'was the night before Christmas
as we pointed with pride,
To the bright red stockings
filled with A Gay Person 's Guide. ~
We'd read it and wrapped it
in holiday cheer,
Knowing Christmas would somehow
be different this year. ·
Now the elves are out cruising,
jingling their keys,
While.Ms. Claus is dancing
with the D.O.B.s.
And that patter of hoofs
at the baths this year,
Will be gay ol' Saint Nick
and ·my eight tiny reindeer.
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invites you to

· gay fun-filled holidays

SKIING

CHRISTMAS
& NEW YEARS

Join the Masquerade Ball!
Prizes for the best costume
2 nights Y2 double room
Breakfast both mornings
Gayla buffet New Year's Eve

*The 1976 e~ition, A Gay Person's· Guide to New England. Available at
$3. 75 from fmer bookstores, gay bars, baths, and organizations throughout
New England an~ the world. By mail, $4.00 postpaid from:· GPG, Dept. ·
DA-1, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, MA 02108. Copies sent in plain brown .
envelope. Make cheque payable to "GCN."
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Ski Weekends $49.95 all included
January 16 and February 13

Round trip transportation from Boston will be arranged for $20. 00 if there is enough interest.
·
·Call Linda at Beacon Tours, 742-1220
For further information or reservations write or call your hosts:
John or Andrew, Bellows Falls, Vermont 0510i, (802) 463-3966
• Reservations will be honored only with advance payment •

Gay Academic Union Conference
Columbia University, NYC
Nov. 28-30, 1975

By James M. Sas/ow
We learned some exciting things
about the state of gay art from this
unique exhibit, which ran in conjunction with the recent GAU Annual
Conference over Thanksgiving weekend. By "we" I mean both "we in the
gay culture'' and ''we of the exhibit
committee." Since this writer helped
organize the exhibit, what follows is
more a participant's account of a
major gay cultural event than an
objective review of the show.
We asked participants not simply for
art by gay people, but art about gay
people. We wanted to discover how
gay people depict ourselves: how we
see our own lives, history, and fantasies. Like so many other aspects of gay
culture at this point, what we received
was encouraging and yet tentative.
"Art," like "gay," means different
things to different people; the one real
hallmark of this exhibit was its
diversity. Far from attracting only
"movemen t" posters, the works
ranged from Marty Pottenger's reconstruction of a pre-Columbian burial
site to Louie Crew's touching portrayal
of two balding middle-aged men '' At
Home." In fact, the images were so
varied that we really couldn't find
many underlying themes; so far, it

seems, the gay movement has given
freedom of expression to many individuals, but has not found its collective
voice. And yet, of 25 exhibitors, 18
were women, which suggests that
artists are more productive from within
a well-defined philosophical framework, such as the women's movement.
Yet there were no gilt altarpieces
enshrining Gertrude Stein, nor any
ceiling frescoes for the Podunk Gay
Center depicting the apotheosis of a
winged figure called ''Androgyny .''
We as a subculture aren't yet at that
point - and our society doesn't find
such honest symbolism fashionable.
Which is too bad, because we discovered a deeply-felt need for recognizable
images of ourselves and our heroes.
Rudy Grillo, of New York, apologized
for the unabashed realism of his
"Lovers" and "Gay Pride" - yet
they became the most popular paintings ~in the show. "Lovers" was a
tender close-up of two men embracing.
A few trendy folks did sniff at the
resemblance to "Socialist Realism;"
but the general enthusiasm seemed to
say that art should speak to our real
emotions, and that there's clearly a
need for a gay Norman Rockwell.
Realist painters, please note.
Not surprisingly, a great many
photographe rs were represented. More
than any other art form, photography
can capture the daily realities ·and
periodic rituals of life. Lots of nice
portraits and couples, but almost the

only group ritual snapped was the Gay
Pride parade. Don't we ever get
together for other community events?
Special notice to Jonathan Atkins
(NYC) for his series on two dancers,
which showed that art can depict gay
relationships without being explicitly
erotic.
There was, in fact, very little

of two women holding hands before a
backdrop of primitive huts, pyramids,
and modern rowhouses. "We've been
everywhere,'' she seems to say, and
"this couple's love transcends time."
If anyone still doubts the ability of art
to instill cultural values, I wish they'd
seen the kids from the Conference
child-care center visit the show. One

"Lovers" by Rudolph Grillo

"porno" in the show, which surprised
us - after all, for decades that was the
only gay art there was. I suspect we
unwittingly scared them off with the
rhetoric of our invitation; or maybe
gay folks are saying that eroticism is
less important than emotional connection. Bettye Lane's smiling, hugging
women were heartwarmi ng even
though fully clothed; and Jerry Dreva
(Milwaukee) paid tribute to his (I
assume) recent tricks in a conceptual
notebook entitled "69 Wanks for the
Memories." Each page contaii:ied the
carefully-lettered name of one man and
a (simulated) souvenir sperm-stain a strangely sentimental gesture despite
its frankness.

"Gay Pride" by Rudolph Grillo

We did expect a lot of fantasy
depiction, and in this we weren't
disappointed. With little enough reflection of ourselves in the real world,
gays have always turned inward for
delight and comfort. We made no
restrictions on technical quality, and
the expression ranged from crude to
exquisite - but all shared a very
exciting depth of imagination.
Rossella Mocerino of Brooklyn has
only been painting for six months, but
her "Eternity" was a striking picture

little boy noted immediately of this
couple that "they both have tittyboobs !" How many of us had such
instant consciousness-expansion hanging in our childhood homes?
It's important to note that he
responded this way to what might have
been labeled an "amateur" painting which just shows that it's images that
count, not empty technical expertise.
Special mention to Philadelphia's Ron
·Hueftle, whose work in oils and
graphic.s combined a warm, witty
fantasy life with the technical competence to say what he felt. ''Sweetheart ,
what took you so long?" showing a
nude fantasy-hero climbing in off the
fire-escape, was both touching and
drily funny.
We encountered a lot of resistance to
this show of "gay art," as if we were
Soviet commissars pushing some party
line. Yet the diversity of the works I've
mentioned should indicate how much
freedom there is within the framework
of our still fluid movement. This year's
artists gave us a tentative glimpse of
where we are as an emerging culture.
Perhaps by next year they will have
built from this beginning toward a
more comprehensive and unifying
expression of gay pride.
GCN, December 27, 1975 • Page 11

Opening Wednesday, December 17

The Brandy Lee Show
2 SHOWS NIGH TLY
Reservations Accepted

Wednesday thru Sund ay

Mo nd ay Nig hts
GA Y WO ME N'S NI GH T
This Week: LIBERTY STANDING
Sund ay

Wednesday

Fre e Frie d Chi cke n Buf fet
Dan ce Con test s
$200 in cash prizes

NE W YE AR 'S EVE WHITE PA RT Y
admis sion only $5

Wh y go to a bar whe n you can go to a par ty?
COM ING IN JANU ARY : MFSB AND SILV ER CON VEN TION

RICKI MERREWETHER d j
Form erly of Cab aret - Afte r Dar k,
Bos ton/ L.A ., Back Roo m, Prov ince tow n
Bos ton' s Largest Gay Bar

Largest Disco

The Only Live Sho wba r in Boston

All for $1. 00 Sun .-Th urs .
969 Com mon wea lth Ave., Boston
For Reservations, call 542-1550
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$2. 00 Fri. & Sat .

My Lavender Thu1nb, or The Hitchhikin g Cr~sader
By Horizon

..I-

My thumb and I have been through a
lot together. We've seen the Illinois
sunrise, the Wyoming sunset, the glare
of Reno in the distance at night and a
license plate from nearly every state in
the union. The sights are exciting, but
trivial compared to the people you
meet, and the experiences you have.
And inserting a little line into the
conversations you have, like "By the
way, I'm gay" can lead to some pretty
sticky situations and some pretty funny
ones.
Hitchhiking has taught me a lot
about being gay. And even more about
the ignorance of most of society on the
subject. More than once I've told
someone . that I'm gay only to be
showered with a dozen questions (do
you get turned on by looking at
yourself in the mirror?) or more. I've
been taught to look at "straight"
people with an attitude of being able to
enlighten them rather than scoffing
them for being ignorant. I've so often
been forced to put up with attitudes
that aren't mine that I've learned
acceptance, acceptance which has
helped me deal with people in general.
I've come in contact with so many
different kinds of people that I've
learned that I have to accept them as
they are, that I can't expect them to
change and they have no right to expect
me to change. All I can do is say "you
can be you if I can be me." After all, it
takes a lot of colors to make a
rainbow.
Fortunately, most of the people
who've picked me up have been quite

willing to allow a person to be who
they are. Some can be a bit obnoxious
who's mad! You throw it!"
about it, though. I've often had to
He threw me out of his car.
listen to someone drone on about how '
Experiences like that have made me
wonderfully liberal they are. One man
see what a fascinating world we live in .
was so liberal he offered to let me
Each person is an experience. Some
"blow" him. After laughing for a few
people will pick up a hitchhiker
minutes, I said, "No thanks, I don't
because they want someone to talk to.
care for the idea of being used as a sex
That person will react to my sexuality
object. Being gay means more than
differently from lhe man who picks me
wanting to screw around with someone
up because I look like a hippie. I can
of your own sex."
never tell what's going to happen when
I guess I enlightened him, at least in
l get in a car. I think that's part of Lhe
one aspect. At times like that, I'v~ felt
enjoyment I get out of life on Lhe road .
like a gay crusader, battling stereotypes
Hitching is a part of me. It i, my
and attitudes with my l.:tvender sword 'E
means of travel, but more than Lhat it
of enlightment. After all the questions . ~
is my lifestyle. When I tried settling
(What's it like?) and stereotypes (But ii:
down a few month, ago, I found I
you seem so normal!) I've realized that ~
couldn't do it. I · mi-; 5ed the constant
consciousness raising is an art. I'm ~
stimulation and I mi,sed the freedom I
slowly mastering it, although I still .t
can feel when I'm st:mding out on the
have along way to go. I have, however, .S
highway in the middle of nowhere, just
hanqled situations with enough dexter- · ~
standing there watching all the cars
ity that I've avoided being thrown out ~
going by, waiting for the one that will
of anyone's car.
take me a little further, with probably a
Horizon Hitches On
No, I take that back. A few months
few unexpected experiences. In future
ago, I was picked up outside of my
issues l 'll start talking about some of
home town. The man who picked me
cup of coffee in his face."
those unexpected experiences, like the
up, Jake, was ori his way to work, with
After realizing that he was, indeed
Jesus person who tried to convert me
a cup of coffee. Just after we started
serious, I looked .at him and said,
until I told him I way gay. Then he
going, another driver pulled out in
"What!? You're crazy! You're the one
made a pass at me.
front of us without signalling. Jake
had to slam on his breaks to avoid a
collision, causing some of his coffee to
spill on his pants.
lished by GAY PEOPLES UNION, INC_.
As could be expected, Jake was not
0. Box 92203 Milwaukee. Wisconsin
too pleased. After exercising his 4-let2
ter word vocabulary, he handed me his
Subocription : S5.00 per ym, 12 issuos,: S?.50 Canada. SK.: ~o~:
cup of coffee and sped up the car.
"When we catch up to this asshole,"
he told me, '' I want you to throw the

•-•

GPCftWS

GEM ELLI'S RESTAURANT
ITALIAN CUISINE

Cabaret
Charles Playhouse

23 Jersey St., Boston
(Right around the corner from the 1270 Club, Directly across from Fenway Park.)

FINE LIQUORS AND WINES
Reservations accepted
247-3353
.Monciay thru Friday ll:30~W p.m.

Bar Tenders

JOANNE

BUDDY

ARTIE

Waitress

Go-Go Boys

TERRY

7 Nights
A Week

Open 12 Noon 'til 2 a. m.

Boston's Masi ln(imate Disco

227 Tremont St., Boston

338-8583

THE GAY GUY'S GUIDE
227-0513

''YOUTHFUL LUST''

ia•le

&

s:11·s:11aa1·i :1

NEW YEAR'S EVE ~ DEC. 31

-AND-

I/INITIATION RITES''

®

11 p.m.

423--4340

m
2
---------..: - - - - BESTALL
MALE SHOWS!

"CLICK-CLICK"
and 11 GA Y EYES"

®
®

ADMISSION $5
[includes champagne]

74 WARRENTON ST.

BOSTON
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Stunnin g!
~

(OPENS)Monday•January 5 atl:00

Watch the crovvning
of Miss Di Rocco's 1976 as
you sip and munch all night
(9,..,2A~ at our open bar and
buffet spread. Delight at
an evening packed vvith
spectacular entertainment
and dancing, special party
favors & a cheerful crovvd
costumed in gay apparel
to vvelcorne the Ne,wYear.

THE BOSTON PREMIERE

OBER ~- i\
... .·
. 'i./:,

- ~y<
~

J7,':>:~<:

r: PATRICK'S:/r
'~
.. ..(AUTHOR of 'KENNEDY'S CHILDREN')_
----- --- ---

''THE
HAUNTED
H ST''

I

December 31 admission $17.50 per person.
Suggest you make reservations soon.

•A Wildly lnventive·Comedy•

Ca11 (617) 649-9186

Directed By

DffWcco~ Cabare~ ·

NEIL FLANAGAN

ROUTE 3a

an uninhibited, comic, sophisticated
confrontation between a homosexual
playwright, the ghost of his dead
lover and his guest - cloaked in
grandiose bitchiness!

,.

..,

TYNGSBOR0 1 MA

CHAPS

-R.DE f0~~!~~
/

,,,au

"A TORRENT OF
EMOTION ... FUNNY... ACUTE

.... REMARKABLE ....THE WRITING IS
BRILLIANT."·LONDON TIMES

THE NEW THEATER

12 HOLYOKE ST., HARVARD. SQ., CAMBRIDGE• 02138

denim bar

pool table

16 Blagden St., Boston

next door to Styx
Tel. 266-7778

INSTANT CHARGE
426-6210
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The Citadel: first disco
forwon1en

~

New York actor Harvey Fierstein has been cast to play the co-lead role in Robert
Patrick's comedy, "The Haunted Host," to preview Dec. 26 in Cambridge at The
New Theater. Fierstein plays a brilliant and cynical playwright who happens to be a
homosexual and who admits to being "very uncomfortable in the role" because
it's the first time he's played a part that wasn't a drag queen and is having a
difficult time adjusting to the fact that he does not wear a dress. Fierstein, by the
way, is one ·of the gays in Al Pacino's "Dog Day Afternoon."

Robert Patrick's (author of "Kennedy's Children") comedy, "The
Haunted Host" previews at The New
Theater, 12 Holyoke St., Harvard Sq.,
Cambridge, Dec. 26-Jan. 4 with an
official opening set for Monday, Jan. 5
at 8 p.m. The production, which

DISCOTHEQUE

scored rave notices in London last
season, is being produced by The
Chrysler Theater Group, a newly
formed company and is in its Boston
premiere at The New Theater. Directed
by Obie Award winner Neil Flanagan,
"The Haunted Host" is an explorati<;m
of a. homosexual relationship set in a
cluttered Christopher Street (N. Y. •~
Village) apartment. A la "Boys in the
Band," Patrick's comedy deals with
the universal themes of love and
loneliness and, according to one London critic, is "cloaked in grandiose
bitchiness." "Host" continues through
January and performances are set for
Tues.-Fri. at 8:30; Sat. at 3 and 8:30;
Sun. at 3 and 7:30. Mail orders can be
had now by writing the theater. The
box-office opens Dec. 15. ·

Tel. 247-3910

Merry Christmas
& A Happy New Year
From

OTHER VOICES
We specialize in
Gay Holiday Cards,
jewelry, book_s,_
paintings, etc.
For your hohday gifts
drop bv our store at

30 Bromfield St.
Boston, MA 02108
We also take Mail Orders.
For further information call

426-0412
We are open M-Sat. ~la01-6pm

Although the disco sound system has
been added, the Citadel does not plan
to do away with live entertainmellt.
Local band Stella By Starlight will
appear New Year's Eve and the
following weekend. Also, the talented
single performers like Petrisse Briel
will continue to appear and sing their
original music. Watch GCN for announcements.
It seems that in Boston, at least,
i975 has been the year of the woman.
It has seen the opening of the Citadel
lounge, the announced plans for a
women's night at the Oz, promise of a
coffeehouse called Calliope, and the
opening of Bread and Roses restaurant
for women and their friends. That's a
far cry from the old days when Jacques
was the only entertainment place. How
are things in your city or town? Let us
know.

An informed source told GCN that
some lesbian-feminist separatists of
Western Massachusetts, in the Amherst area, are boycotting the women's
band Lilith. This unorganized group,
the source says, takes exception to the
band's politics: they do not like that
the band does not do enough benefits.
GCN would like to refresh some
memories. Lilith did at least two
benefits for Elaine Noble last year.
This year, besides their usual benefits
for women's centers in the Western
Massachusetts area and one or two in
Provincetown, the band played a
special benefit for two area women.
Along with Artandryl and Liberty
Standing, Lilith played to benefit a
woman whose house had burned down
and to help the lead singer of the band
to pay for a costly operation. If this
isn't community spirit, what is?

+

+

·+

Speaking of community spirit, Playland in Boston is giving free Christmas
dinners to all patrons on December 25
at 1:30 p.m. This is the twenty-fifth
year that the bar has helped spread gay
holiday cheer .

Viet Nam:
The People's Resistance
1hf' Syr,lCUSP PPacp Council 1976 W.ill Cc1IPnd<1r
If nuir Pl'"'IW"'
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A DPcade ot Succt>~~tul VI P1 NdmPst>
dnd Anwnc.in 'itrugglt• 111 Kl'lrn-,p1 •11
Calendar f eatures: Chro nologic al h istory of the
wa r ; b e autiful art & po etry ; over 1 50 date s to
remember ; l l "xl7 ",spi ral bou n d; S c o l ors o n 70t
cre am sto ck;

2 weeks per pag e.

$3.25 ea ch (inc lu des post, tax & mailing t u be);
3 or mo r e S 3 e a c h; b u lk rates a v a l l ~ble .
SPC 92 4 Bu rn et
t315 ) 4 72-5 4 7A
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Syracu se,NY' 13203

THE YELLOW SUBMARINE
Boston's Most Unique Sandwich Shop

MAINLY MEN
20 Blagden St.
behind the Public Library
Boston

By Rose Flower
The Citadel in Boston has just
become the first all-women's disco in
New England. Just this week they
installed a fancy new sound system for
the DJ to make beautiful music with.
Manager Janet Hamilton tells us that
all the bugs are not yet worked out, but
it sounds really good. The front bar
area will remain the quietest part of the
room so conversation can carry on.
For over a year the downstairs
lounge at the Citadel has been catering
to a women's crowd that likes a plush
nightclub atmosphere. The huge main
room is filled with tables and chairs for
intimate group conversation, but there
is much greeting of nearby neighbors.
Large groups can congregate at the
back tables; individuals can lounge on
benches along the sides, watch the ·p ool
game or join in the dancin'g. The red
lighting and velvet wallpaper add to the
.p lush ifeeling of the place. Don't be
surprised to see women in gowns and
·full cover-girl makeup. Glitter will
shine, but the jeans crowd is also in
view.

IS NOW OPEN AT
180 Tremont St. (Corner of Boylston St.) Boston
"Servin~ the
Besr Subs in Town "
Featuring Our
Famous Steak Sandwiches
Great Salads & Desserts
Fresh Ground Coffee

Break/ast Specials
Home.Made Muffins
airy Queen Ice Cream

OPEN 7 A.M.-3 A.M., SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
Visit Our Other Stores

307 Cambridge St.
Boston

COUNSELING

T

109 Pearl St. (7am-8pm)
Bost~n

I)

)\, LTERNATIVES of BOSTON

419 BOYLSTON ST. BOSTON, SUITE 425
"THE ALTERNATIVE GAY HEAL TH SERVICE"
INDIVIDUAL-GROUP-COUPLES COUNSELING
IMMEDIATE CLIENT REFERRAL - NO WAIT ING
NO PHONE COUNSELING

FOR APPOINTMENT MON-FRI 5-9 pm - SAT 10-4 pm CALL :

536-1381 ASK FOR: JANE · OR · CHARLEY

APAGENO'S RECORD SHOP
1880 Massachusetts Avenue
(near Porter Square. Cam bridge}
492-8646

Used and Ra,e Classical Records
Bought and Sold
Budget labels • $1 .00
Domestic labels • $2,00
Imports • $2.50_

Christmas Gift Cerlif icates
Now Available
Unopened records cost
an additional 50¢

Also, many collectors ' items
Comfortable, friendly atmosphere
Listen to records befOfe ou bu them
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"Sext ool": it's porn, it's politi cs, but is it art?
By Michael Branski
It's hard to like a movie by a
self-avowed fascist. "Sextool" by-Fred
Halsted (now showing at the Symphony) is probably the first hard-core
porn film to gain critical attention,
from the straight media. It has even,

W.•••

a brutal S-M scene that was soon to
make fist-fucking a household word.
"Sextool" continues with his preoccupations and adds some. Its plot and
scheme are fairly simple. A gay man
goes to a piss-elegant cocktail party;
. during the party he has sexual fantasies

a sailor is ravaged and worked over by
three top men in an empty barracks;
two policemen in black leather capture,
kick, beat, spank, and then fuck a
young man with their clubs; the
director beats up his lover, pierces his
nipple with an earring and then pisses
on him. There is also fist-fucking,
•black leather-studdea collars, and
bootlicking.
On a technical level "Sextool" is
fairly well done. Halste.d knows how to
use film to increase sexual tension and
does not just let people have sex in
front of a stationary camera. Although
far better then most porn "Sextool" is
on about the same level as mediocre
films from a college film class.
As shocking as the sex and violence
in the film is, the ultimate "point" of
the film is even worse. It is the
glorification of power - the total
physical, emotional, and sexual power
of a strong-willed master over an
obediently subservient slave. You do
not have the feeling that these are roles
playfully put on to heighte~ sexual
satisfaction (as most of the articles on
the subject tell us). There is never,
never a hint that the roles are ever
reversed, or even dropped. It is not a
game but a life style, a cultivated taste
for complete power.
In an interview in the Village Voice,
Halsted has said "in a rightwing state I
would be encouraged because I'm
slightly fascist". And it shows. The
scene with the two policemen and the
. young man is a perfect example. It is
not just that it is police abusing and
fucking someone but also the fact that
the man is a willing "victim". The
world is divided up into masters and
slaves. It is the natural order of things,
sexually, politically and socially. The
image of uniformed police assualting
someone is frightening. It is the same

terror you feel seeing newsreels of the
Democratic Convention in '68 or "Z"
except this time the film is for the other
side. In fact, most of "Sextool" plays
like the sexual subtext of Leni Reifenstal's Nazi propaganda films "Olympia" and "Triumph of the Will."
A great deal of the impact in
"Sextool" is the fact that what is
happening on the screen is really
happening. A real nipple is being
pierced, an anus is really bleeding, and
someone is really being kicked in the
head. It's real - but is it art? In a
sense "Sextool" is a documentary on
Halsted's life/pysche, and it is no
accident that he is in much of the
movie. Like watching Renais' docu~
mentary on concentration camps,
"Night and Fog," we are sickened by a
depiction of brutal reality. The difference is that "Night and Fog" shows us
a horrible, shocking reality to warn us
what we might become again. "Sextool" shows us the same and wants us
not only to approve of it but to get off
on it.
Halsted has said that "politics is the
death of art". If he really means it he is
blind to the obvious political implications in his film. If he doesn't mean it
then he has gone about making a film
that is propaganda for fascism. I'm not
sure which is worse.

Gay? Bi? -confused?

THE BLADEServing The Gay Men And Women In
The Mid-Atlantic Region

Local, Regional and National NEWS
ENTERTAINMEN T- FEATURES ....
Year's subscription (12 issues) $5.oo·. For ·a
sample copy send 50ito: THE BLADE
• The Blade, 1724 2(),1, 51. NW,

Address-------~--

Citv _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

State

,;;·•

Drag queen Dietrichs it up in a fantasy scene from "Sextool" now at the
Symphony.
for some inexplicable reason been
about some of the other guests. When
,hown at film festivals and museums.
the party is over he is invited by the
But "Sextool" is more than just an
host to stay the night. He does, they
'.) \ 1 porn film. It is a stomach turning
make love, and, in the morning, he is
display of sexual violence with disturbgiven the brush-off and the empty
ing overtones.
promise of a phone call.
In 1972 Halsted released his first
The fantasy scenes are the most
film "LA Plays Itself" which featured
brutal and unrelenting part of the film:

World Pre01 iere
Now Playing
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••. HIS LIFE

WASA RACE
FOR LUST
with

PAUL DANA
DAN LIONNEL

Plus Co-Fea ture

Sons of
Satan
free coffee
private lounge
to find your rnail"
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not necessarily good all the time.
All gay people should not and can
not be called upon to act as apologists
for the actions of a few. There is no
By DA V/D P. BRILL
need to give the appearance of a totally
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - unified gay community, despite the expectations of certain politicians and
movement in recent months than
The incredible tirade directed against
people in the media. There are Blacks
anyone around. Note that there is a
Leonard Matlovich at the third annual ,
who are against busing, women against
Susan Saxe Defense Fund in existence,
Gay Academic Union conference in
the Equal Rights Amendment, and
but we still are depending on the
New York last month was another
doctors who support nationalized
Boston Globe and Senator Muskie to
example of the harm that the gay
health insurance.
support people like Matlovich. There is
movement is suffering as a .result -of
Although such factionalism does, of
ostensibly something disrespectable
individuals who --espouse the Gay Is
course, act to impede or at least delay
within certain gay quarters about being
Good theory, and do so ever so
certain types of progress, such as gay
respectable in certain straight quarters.
inconsistently. Matlovich, for the unrights legislation, it serves to educate
Good
friend
Satya,
in
a
recent
letter
to
initiated, was attacked because of his
erstwhile naive straight observers as to
the editor, sought to discredit Matlomembership in an oppressive organizathe diversity of our own community. In
vich' s detractors by stating that we, as
tion, to wit, the U.S. Air Force.
Minnesota,
a group of gay people (led
gays, should support any brother or
Who are gay heroes, and why are we
by Jack Baker) actually lobbied against
sister who has the courage to stand up
more willing to defend some over
an anti-discrimination bill filed by gay
to society. Presumably this would
others? No one staged a gay picketing
state Sen. Allan Spear because it did
include Susan Saxe as well as windowof Susan Saxe outside her trial, even
not go far enough: it did not include
breaking gay hooligans in Boston's
though she has done more harm, I
public accommodations, and transvestBay Village section. Obviously, gay is
believe, to the progress of the national

ferexus
off
the
e is
·can it
ilm
not

New England Premiere
Now Playing

CAST O R AND P OLLUX.

ites and transsexuals were excluded
from its provisions. Baker's efforts
were widely credited with effectively
dividing Minnesota gays and precluding any strong lobbying effort. The
legislators there were confused, but
they learned a little more about gay
people because of it: the only thing we
all have in common is our gayness. The
bill will probably pass next year.
• We are not unwilling to blast the
"bad guys" if they are straight. Are
gay murderers, political criminals,
rapists, or racists to be defended
simply because they are gay?
The irrelevance of sexual preference
to credit, character, or civil rights which is the thrust of what once was
called gay liberation - is a subject
often forgotten by some of our more
vocal activists. We can support Matlovich without supporting the U.S.
Department of Defense, much in the
same way that we can support Elaine
Noble without endorsing the entire
Massachusetts House.
Furthermore, much as many would
deny it, respectability is important. It is
the Nobles, Spears, Browns, Sipples,
Fora~rs, and Matlovichs of the world
that are counteracting the damage
done by the Saxes. The desirable day
that a person's preference "becomes as
important as his shoe size" (as a Globe
editorial once put it) will arrive when
gays and straights can admire the same
people for the same reasons.
If respectability were not important,
why would so many allegedly antirespectability elements be college-educated observers of the political scene?
Is not striving for a bachelor's degree
an acknowledgement of the system's
worth? (I wonder if anyone has noticed
that John Knight's middle name was
Shivley, but that's a whole other story.)
1

"I WOUL·D EAT THIS FILM"
DIVINE

'@re
c.7J,1eetinghouse

Cgfe·
Coffee

Pastry - l ight lunch

Tues .-Sun . 12 -12 , Closed Monday
Sidewall! Dining Till Midnigt-it

Corq_er ofCl/_arles
C&c.7J,1ount 9tern01l

G/Joston, WA

Season's Greetings
to y ou from

THE GREEN LEAF
Bu s) ~ith Holiday Cheer
All Caught Up In the Ho Ho Ho!

SEXTOOL

If So . ..

'f'
.

plus

Let Rudi Tilt: Red Horned
Rhino Deliver All Your
Chri,Lmas P lant,, Arrangement, and Gift,.

IT'S EASY, JUST CALL TODAY ..... .

L.A. PLAYS ITSELF

Dick Greenleaf
'6 17) 247-3500 ·

478 co·lumbus Ave .
. Boston, MA 021 18

FIRST TIME IN LARGE SCREEN 35 mm
In our lounge treat yourself to free Greek coffee and pastries
HAVE A BALL FREE

G£Ju:Dts)lliGW£J G6Cu'-9u:DGJ 8
Massachusetts and Huntington Avenues

262-3888

" Plants & Fll'wers For Every Occasion "
BAC-M C-CB-DC
Credit applications accepted
Flowers Wired
M-Sat. 9-6
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A partments

I

Are you warm, sensitive, personable
and yet aggressive? Would you like a
job where you can make your own
hours? Would you like to make an
unlimited amount of money? A professional Boston-Q._ased weekly newspaper
is looking for an Advertising Manager.
This could be the chance of your
lifetime. Call Marion at 426-4469.

Boston , share house w/compatibl·e
people individually or come as a group.
Conv to stores, Xway , MBTA. Call Ray
Gay for arrangements , 436-0961 .
Large stud io , Fenway , $145 month. Sep
bthrm, kitchen, dining alcove . Good
landlord. 1 ½ month security nee . Lee,
5-7 pm, 267-5871.

2 bedroom apt. , 2 fireplaces , raised
skylighted liv . room , sundeck and 3rd
bedroom or office study. Call 423-9727 .

IMiscellaneousl
Why not , not try being yourself . Come
BE with us one self . Come BE a garden
ourselves. Bei ng this is clay . Find the
grain of the clay the vibrant sturdy love.
Be a potter, no experience needed. You
can earn your living . LIBOW POTTERY ,
a gay crafts collect ive , Harrisville, N .H.
603-827-3388.

Houseboy wanted to come in once a
week to South End apt . Call 426-5106 :
keep trying .

One bedroom w/cab . , kitch., and living
rm . in good bldg. w/ good folks. Wall
to wall and your own heat control.
Located opp.osite Pru . $174 mo . Call
Jay 353-1958 .
Large carpeted two bedroom beamed
ceil i ng . bric k wall living room, all utilities included , $250 .
Jan.1st . Rutland Square . Call late after
9 pm and all day Sun. 267-3085.

PROPOSAL WRITER
A coalition of community self-help organizations working in the area qf substance abuse , treatment and prevention
is seeking a full-time experienced,
vocat i onal rehabilitation special i st .
Knowledgeable in proposal writing ,
planning , coordination , research and
evaluat ion. An equal opportunity employer . Send resume to : Region U1
Self-Help Coalition, 336a Blue Hill Avenue , DorchAster, MA 02121 .

'11

MERRY X-MAS & HAPPY HANUKAH .
STATUE OF LIBERTY T-SHIRTS now
available in s-m-1-xl, white, in time for
holiday season at the OTHER VOICES,
30 Bromfield St . , Boston, or write Gay
Media Action , 22 Bromfield St., Boston
02108 (617) 523-1081 .

'

"Jumping Off The Roof, " Femini-st Theatre, needs one F lighting plus one F
sound techies for spring tour beginning
Jan. 1. Call 628-1933 .
KITCHEN HELP!
Chef , di'shwasher , waiter , to work at
House Restaurant. Call Tony Bosco
(617 ) 783 -5131.

ANDROGYNY BOOKSHOP
A wide selection of gay feminist and
nonsexist childrens books . Come and
visit when you're in Montreal. 1217
Crescent St., Montreal, (514) 866-2131.
OTHER VOICES - Gay bookstore at 30
Bromfield St. , Boston, 3rd floor, open
11 a.m. to 6 p .m . Mon. through Saturuay. Maoy oew title< ;oclud;og Womao
Plus Woman.
KOSMIC LESBIAN BLUES
Gutsy saphic songs and freaky instrumentals - almost all original - 1 lesbian , 4 inst ruments, many styles . Reasonable rates . Call Margo, 232-4181 , 2
p .m .-4 a.m ., or write GCN, Box 1970.

GCN has created a new divis
ion! We are starting our ow
distribution company which wil
handle Gay Community News,
Gay Person's Guide, and othe
publications.
We need a dynamic perso
with energy and ideas to spare,
to head this division. Access to
vehicle is a necessity.
If you have these qua/ifica
tions, cal{ Lester at 617-426
446!f immediately.
We are a working crafts collective,
deeply believe in clay and love . If you
have it together to do it, come share our
work and lives. Life and clay in the
rhythm of carefully seeing and touching
the Brother and Sister within. To work,
live with us. You need no experience
nor money. After a few months you can
earn your living . LIBOW POTTERY,
Harrisville, N.H. 03456, 603-827-3388 .
SKILL.ED PEOPLE
needed to handle business , circulation
production and fund-raising functions ..
for MEN SHARING newsletter. A nonprofit operation , the newsletter is pub- ·
lished by volunteers for men in Greater
Boston concerned about changing .
roles , personal and institutional sexism
and restructuring society along humanistic values , Write : MEN SHARING, c/o
Campus Free College, 466 Comm .
Ave . , Boston .
MEN 'S ARTICLES
by and about men , are needed for the
MEN SHARING newsletter. Poetry ,
essays , news articles , reviews and ·
teature articles a(e needed . Focu-s -of.
news letter is on men challenging
traditional male ro les , sex ism and
co ncepts of mascul inity . ·concern is for
rest ructuring society along humanist
princip les . Write : MEN SHA 1-IING , c / o
Campus Free College , 106 Comm .
Ave ., Boston .
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Personals
An additional charge of $1.00 wlll
be necessary In order for phone
numbers. to appear In the personals

LUTHERANS
ALC, LCA and Mo . Uniting for justice,
love , understanding in our church.
Lutherans Concerned (for Gay People) ,
Box 15592-B, Salt Lake City, UT 84115.

S Lovf 'fo~

AMERICA LATINA-LATIN AMERICA
Estamos interesados en comunicarnos
coA Gays en America Latina y el Caribe.
Si tienes amistades en estas areas, por
favor pideles que se comuniquen con
nosotros,
envianos sus nombres y
direcciones. We are interested in
corresponding with Gays in Latin
America and the Caribbean. If you have
friends in these areas , please ask them
to write us , or send us their names and
addressed. Comunid,ad de Orgullo Gay,
Apartado 5523, Puerta de Tierra, San
Juan, P. R. 00906 .

BLACK GAY MEN 'S CAUCUS
Concerned brothers should write GCN
Box 9600 .
BOSTON BAIL PROJECT
Mo·s t people who are arrested are allowed bail. The rich can always pay.
The poor often languish in dirty cells
just because they are.. poor. You can
help. Contact the Boston Bail Project ,
1151 Mass. Ave. , Cambridge, Mass .
02138 , or call (617) 491-1575.

Wash. 98109, 206-282-5798. Membership $5.00.

NATL GAY PRISONERS COALITION
would Love to hear from any Gay
Brother or · Sister who is interested in
helping liberate the Rights of Gay
Prisoners in Federal Prisons. Contact
Johnny Gibbs, #86976-132, Box 1000,
U.S. Prison, Lewisburg, PA 17837.
(Chairman of the National Gay Prisoners Coalition).
The Peoples College 01 Law ut ";"
tional Lawyers Guild is a new 4-year law
school oriented toward those usually
excluded from the legal educational
p·rocess. Gay people, especially lesb/ansandthirdworldgaysaredefinitely
welcome. Entrance requirements are 2
years of college leading toward a Bachelor's degree, or you must take the
college equivalency test. Tuition is low.
All applications should be committed
to use the law as a tool for social
change . For more infor"'1ation, write
Gay Caucus, c/o PCL/NLG, 2228 West
7th St. , L.A . , CA 90057 or call (213)
388-8171 .

,

RICK

:-a

Pen Pa IS

.

l would deeply and greatly appreciate
hearing from anyone who has the time

I

PETER,

o

SUPPCRT LESBIAN MOTHERS

PIES. Give a special gift,
XMAS PUP
..,.
II"'
AKC cocker spaniels . Buff males and
females. Ready now or will hold till 'GF wa1,.s working situation with woXmas with deposit . 617-339-6573 .
men in tt,e New England area . Have
background in printing press and newsINTO POPPERS?
papers . Write GCN Bo~ 470.
You'll love Jae Aroma. $5 half ounce
bottle', 2 for $8. Sample bottle 25c. Experienced typesetter, pasteup & layPreferred by many FFA members . Sat- out man, now student, desires similar
isfaction guaranteed. BPI, Box 571, ·posi'tion or office work part time afterPlaiston, N.H. 03865.
noons . Call 296-4517 eves.
·

-

7071.2.

~Organization5'

BRIDGE PROGRAM IN SOCIAL
CHANGE . A RADICAL APPROACH TO
EDUCATION. Each faculty person will
lead a one year project involving theory
and practice , constituting a major
port ion of stu,,dent work for a Master's
Degree, and beginning October, 1976.
Candidates should have an M .A . or
Ph.D. Salary $3000 . For application
guidelines , write G-C, 5 Upland Road, ·
Cambridge, MA 02140. Applications
due January 5, 1976.

Young gay , 23 years old , would like to
hear from anyone . Write Ray Po inter ,
P.O . Box 57 , Marion , Ohio 43140 .
23 years old , 5'8", 150 lbs., likes instrumental music , chess , writing and
receiv i ng mail , reading newspapers and
magazines from other cities. William
W . Foster, P .0 . Box 900 , Jefferson
City , Mo . 65101.

GAy_ SOCIETY OF ANGOLA
New Gay organization in Louisiana
prison , Anyone interested in helping
with support contact Anthony T. Smith ,
GSOA , PMB-71437-CBA , Angola, LA

100 FLOWER BOOKSTORE CO-OP
15 Pearl St . , Central Sq ., Cambridge .
Books 15% off to members. Poetry
readings, concerts, children' s hour,
u·sed books. (617) 661-1640. Come,
join!

I --------------I .For Sale I1iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~
·Job Wanted: ~~~~i~~44~l~t~~:~~z ~I~~~~~. ~~~~71~~

I

dence B I 02gpz

---------------:--FA CUL TY WANTED : GODDARD-CAM-

Lrg. studio, fridge , gas stove, quiet
fmly neighborhood , 10 min . downtown,
max . 2 persons , no pets . Call Michael
<;69-2900 .
ENTIRE FLOOR
of Union Park townhouse, available
Jan. 1 . All gay house . Good parking ,
privacy , .clean and neat . Call Dave or
Kim, 426-6025.

Job Op

PRISON MINISTRY IN A.I. ·
We are try i ng to contact Gay men &
women i n the Adult Correctional 1s;n.
We are seeking names of those
ind i viduals who would be interested in
rece ivi ng correspiindence from other
gays . If you know of anyone , please
contact : Connie .DiCenzo , c/o MCC
Providence, 63 Chapin Ave. , Provi-

NEW BEDFORD AND CAPE AREA
GWF , young, attr. , very sincere and
caring, seeks GWF 18-25 for lc>sting
re lationship. I am a musician , love
outd rs, sports. Lots of love and good
times to share. Waiting to hear from
you! PHA, Box C-202, New Bedford,
Mass. 02741 .
Sarah likes Patience, Harold likes
Maude and l like Carol. Thank you for
making me so happy. Merry Christmas
from your OREO at THE COOP.
GWM 29, alone, looking for the right
person to share life with. I'm shy, but
life is no fun alone; it doesn't hurt to
try . GCN Box 525 .

GWM NEEDS LOVER SINCERE
I am in my thirties and in need of
t
sincere person to love and need me; I
I am very lonely and plan to move o
will do the same , Please call and we
Boston. I would like it if anyone could
help me in finding information on the can meet, talk . Tel. (203) 522-3767
(Conn.) No fats or older persons
city. Write Robert Raines, P.O. Box
please. I like nature and real people.
747, Starke, Fla. 32091.
Call!
I would like to correspond with some
TO THE CRISCO KID
gay people. Please write Shelley Etters,
Have a Merry Christmas.
P.O. Box 667, Bushnell, Fla. 33513.
I love you very much. Your lover,
1 am a very lonely person who would
Eddie
like to hear from anyone. I write songs,
DAVID
poems; and I like motorcycles and
gays. I'd love hearing from you. William , Just dropping by to jingle your bells
Gustafson, P.O. Box 747, Starke, Fla. and wish you a very Merry Christmas
and with it the hope for a Happy and
32091 .
Wonderful New Year for us together
I write songs and I would like to hear and apart . God be with you. Love, Pete.
from you . J. D. Parrish, P.O . Box 747,
GWM mid 40s wants to meet gay males
Starke, Fla. 32091 .
in North Shore area. No drugs. Write
1
I have AO family or friends who care GCN 80)( 524..
anymore. If is very lonely in here and I
would like to hear from you. Terry
TO THE INTENSIVE CARE LAD
LoRudy, P.O. Box 787 , Lucasville , Ohio
Have a Merry Christmas . I love you
45648.
very much.
Your lover,
Dave
I have no one to correspond with . I will
appreciate all letters from males and
FUN AND GAMES
females . Daniel Hinson, P.O . Box 69, Play monopoly, go· skiing , learn handLondon Ohio 43140 .
ball ; swim, bowl ; try soccer , cribbage,
darts . To join in these & other Gay Recreational Activities write GCN, Box
8000 . Or help start a new GRAC group
in your favorite game: basketball ,
bridge , fencing - you name it . Organizers needed .
~Fnlha~.r3,~2~0n9i1~.~~a~o. /~r~·o:i~~~est:r~~~

classified ad order f orn1
('la"it'ied Ad deadline is ruesda) noon (prior 10 Sunday
publinllion) .
A~I ads musl be paid in ad,ance . :\lo ads accepled by phone.
Mal.t• t·het·I. or mone) order pa)able to (.;a) Communil)
21 Hr!>mfield !-,r., Bo,ton , Mass . 02108 .
'Since we serve the Northeast, please include your area code
if your ad includes a phone number.

'l''"·

.''Ion-business: $2 .00 fo r 4 line , (3 5 characters per line ); ea, h
additi1>nal lt nc 25 ct'nt, . Headl111es are 50 cent s for 25
l·haraL·tL"r ~.

Business (if Jou charJ!e mone) for a service. J·ou are a business): $J .00 pl'r week for 4 lines (35 characlers per line)
and 50 ,cnt , for ea,h additional ljne. Headlines are $1 .00
for 25 charal·ters .

If you wish lo pick up your mail at the GCN office: Our
ho ur, a re: 10 a. m. to 6 p.m ., l\l onday th rough Wedn esday;
IO a. m. to 9 p .m .. Thu rsday; IO a. m. to 6 p .m .. Fr iday a nd
Sa1u rtl a_,; a nd 4 p. m . to 8 p ,m., Sunda y.
!'lease circle one of the following ad categories:
APARTMENTS
FOR SALE
INSTRUCTION
JOBS OFFERED
JOBS WANTED
PEN PALS
ORGANIZATIONS
PERSONALS
~ESORTS
WANTED
RIDES
ROOMMATES
SERVICES
MISCELL.
LOST & FOUND
PUBLICATIONS

Headlines___ at$ ___ per week$_ _ __
First 4 lines___ at $___ per week$_ _ __
Each add'l line_ at$___ per week$._ _ __
Pick-Up Box No. at $1.00/6 weeks

Box ,\'umbers:

arc a,ailable at$ I .00 for 6 weeks if you pick up your mail.
If. however. you wish your mail forwarded. the rate is
$2.00 for 6 weeb. Mail is forwarded at the end of the 3rd
and 6th weeks . If you want mail forwa rded more often,
please indude 50 cent s above the $2 .00 charge for each
additional time you want it forwarded.
Number of weeks ad is to run . . ..... . . . .. . . . .. . . .. ... . .

$ _ _ __

Forward Box No. at $2.00/6 weeks

$ _ _ __

Extra Forwardings.at 50¢/time.... ...

$ _ _ __

I'm looking ·for a guy
-24, who's
cleancut & mostly straight appearing,
not into one nighters! Security, quiet
evenings in/out! I'm 26 , liven/Boston .
Have my own lux ap_
t and car and do
alright for myself near bars, but I'm sick
of that type of life . I've had enough ass,
I'd like to try a mind! Write, we might
really gain , and don't worry I didn't
write this for fun. I'll respond if you take
ti time to i·nc. your age, height, weight,
interests, fun! A picture will get you
either a dinner date at the Copley or a
return envelope with your picture and a
note to pin it up on a dart board! Seriously I will respond and don't worry ·
about being nervous, I expect it, and I'll
know how to handle it! Let's meet!
Occupant, PMB 15, 102 Charles St.,
Boston· 02114.
Prof . GWF , 33, Framingham area,
wants GWF for friendship or longterm
reiationship. Intelligent, caring, enjoyable to be with. If interested, please
respond, I might be just the person
you've been looking for. Write GCN Box
516.

TOT AL ENCLOSED·· ···-·· ....... ......... $, _ _ __
PLEASE PRINT NEATLY .

. . . . ). 1 ·. • -

Name ................. ... ............... ................. .-... .

Address .... ... .. ..... .................._.................... .

City ... .. ..... ........ .... ..... .... ... ..... S-tate ... .... .... .

Zip ............. .. .... Phone ........... .... ........... ... . ..

I'
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Bi male would like to meet couple for
mutual relationship so. of Boston.
Mike , GCN Bol( ·354.

I

GWr: 28, WESTPORT , CONN .
would like to meet a mature , aggressive, lesbian for a lifetime relationship .
I enjoy walks on the beach at sunset,
d i nner parties for two , lazy Sundays . If
you like the same write GCN Box 502 or
call (203) 226-4182 after 6:00 p .m .
FRI. NIGHT BLUE?
Why be bored, hassled or stood up?
Come to GCN office at 6 pm and experience good folks and pleasant conversat ion , wh i le folding and mailing GCN .
YOUNG , GAY AND HASSLED?
Call or drop in to Project Lambda , 70
Charles Sl., Boston (227-8587) . An
advocac y program for youth (12-17
yea rs old) who need he lp dealing with
fam i ly , court , school , etc . M-F . 10 am6 pm .

I p U bf•1catio·ns I

Dear Classified Advertiser:
If preference as to race (B or W) doe~ not matter , why put it in?
..,

,...

GCN WANTS YOUR STORY
Write Lyn, your personal story about
Corning Out, your relationships, your
family's reaction to your gayness, your
favorite. gay experience, your worst
experience. We need you in GCN ! Send
to Lyn at GCN .

PLAYGROUND TRAUMA? CLOSET
Amazon? How did you feel about sports
growing up? How about now? GRACTIVITY wants poems, essays, graphics
etc. about gays & sports . Submit
articles & subscribe, c/o GCN , Box
8000.

GWM 21, 5'10", 145 lbs. Tired of bars,
somewhat politically oriented, seeks
similar, age 20-30 . There has to be
sorneth ing more somewhere._ If you're
willing to find it contact R.I.S.D., Box
371, Prov., A.I. 02903. Will reply.

FREE, Gay Community Pamphlets
going into Vol. 2, No. 1. Publisl"t<>d by
Hop Brook Gay Commune, 1BOX 723
Amherst at Walt Whitman Way , New
Salem,- Ma.
JOURNALISM SOUTHERN STYLE
The South a strange land about which
many people have ideas but few people
really know. Find out about it, read THE
BARB, The News Monthly for Southern
Gays. Sample copy 50c; 1 yr. (12
issues) $5.00. POB 7922B, Atlanta, GA
30309. (Advertisers' inquiries welcome
-we're the South's largest gay publication-current circulation 16,000.)

Northeast Vermont GWM, 41, cultured,
bearded , good-looking, seeks contact
with other GM, especially ages 18-30.
Welcome to stay over. Write GCN Box
520.
Wallingford or New Haven relocation .
N~ed info on jobs, roommates, gay
community situations and seek friend
to make contact. GWM age 30s. Write
GCN Box 519.
.

FOCUS
A Journal for lesbians, put out by
Boston DOB. New, exciting format. 60c
sample copy, $6 .00 for 1 year. Send
check to DOB, 419 Boylston St. , Rm .
323, Boston, MA 02116.
PEACEWORK
Nonviolent social change news reported in lively monthly New England
newsletter. Subscription $3, sample
copy free. Peacework, 48 Inman St.,
Cambridge, MA 02139.

Prof . GWM, 28, seeks gay or bi teen for
companionship. I like sports, theater,
movies, camping. Sex not necessary
unless mutually agreeable. Be sincere.
Write GCN Box 1980.
GWF early 50s, attractive, would like to
meet same for companionship in New
Hampshire area. Write GCN Box 514.
GWM 35 ir>terested in meeting others
with same cornmittrnent for both
emotional and other contacts (money?).
Write FM, Box 112, Warren, R.I. 02885.
Gh. · GREETING CARDS
Tasteful, gay greeting cards for the
Holiday Season . Now on sale at OTHER
VOICES, 30 Bromfield St., Boston, or
write for brochure: Gayline Greetings,
P.O. Box 1715-G, Boston 02105. ·

TEAM MAIL ORDER HOUSE
Publisher of fine magazines and mail
order products. Write today for free
catalog to: TEAM, 883 Geary St., San
Francisco CA 94102

GAY SCENE
The monthly picture entertainment
newspaper. Features Gay Movement
news, articles, reviews , personals,
nude center fold , plus more interesting
features. $8 for 12 issues. Send $1 for
sample copy. Mailed in plain brown
envelope. REGIMENT , c/o Gallery
Three Ent., Box 247 , Grand Central
Sta., NYC 10017.
Amsterdam Gayzette, Europe's favorite
gay newspaper! Printed in English and
published monthly. Enjoy world famous "Outrageous " classif ied ads from
Gayzette readers in Europe and USA,
plus lots of male nudes! Send $1.00 for
sample copy. Amsterdam Gayzette,
P.O. Box 893, Amsterdam 1000, Holland.
LAVENDER SOUTH
Discover the realities of the Southern
gay experience, read The Barb, the
news monthly for Southern g·a ys.
Regional and national news, lifestyle
commentary , entertainment cglumns ,
Subscription per year $5/3rd class; $8/
1st class. Sample 50c. (All copies
mailed in anonymous envelope.) Classifieds 10c/wd. Mastercharge, Euro
Card and Acess accepted. The South's
largest gay publication: The Barb,
P.O.B. 7922-B, Atlanta, GA 30309.

I

Resorts

GCN has no control over classified
advertisers. We cannot assure you that
your inquiry will be answered or that the
product or service is accurately presented.

-

I

A home o~fered to young (19-23; GWM,
smooth swimmers bod, not hirsute, in
exchange for light houseworR. No $$.
You must be quiet, reasonably masculine, preferably non-smoker, who needs
a home, a father image and supportive
care . No commitments at this time. I'd
like a lover but it's going to take a whfle
before scars from the last one heal. Be
sincere, honest, together. Nice deal for
student or similar. I am loving, affectionate, thoughtful, supportive, decent
in an old-lash ioned sense, and youthfully active. 6'2", 165 lbs . Write fully,
preferably with ·photo, to GCN Box 489.

i

12466, Seattle, Wash. 98111.
Personal ad listing service. 1OO's of
personal non-coded ads of young
Jersons.send $1 .oo·or a recent sample
issue with(.,:_ .,,plete information and an
3d form. Write BSJ, Box 337, Milliken,
co 80543 .

News from the North! Subscnoe to tne
Maine Gay Task Force Newsletter, a
monthly journal of gay and feminist
news and opinion from the Pine Tree
State, $4/year. Sent in sealed, unmarked envelopes. Make checks payable to
MGTF Newsletter, Box 4542, Portland,
Maine 04112.
WIN MAGAZINE
Peace and freedom through non-violent
action . Subscription $7 / year. WIN, Box
547, Rifton, N .Y. 12471.

MONDAYS
10:00 am_:Gay News, WCAS, 740 AM.
~No_OI")·
-MCC campus ministry at RIC,
Rm. 310 Student Union. Call 274-1693.
5:30 pm-Women's community Health Center
open house, 137 Hampshire St., Cambridge.
6:30-10-Clark Gay People Drop-In Center, 148
Wright Hall, Clark U, Worcester
7-10 pm-UMass Gay Women's Caucus Hotline,

Rides

Roommates

Gay male looking for- co.mmune to live
in, in Boston area. Write Manny Magaz,
2132 Vista St. , Philadelphia, Pa. 19152.

545-3438
7 pm-Parents of Gays, HCHS, 80 Boylston St.,
Boston, (617) 542-6075
7 pm-Gay Women's Rap Group, at Another
Way, 64 Chandler St., Worcester, Ma.
756-0730
7-9 pm-Gay Switchboard, Vermont U, 802656-4173
7:30-9:30 pm-Drop-in Center for women, Rm.
L-23, Curtis Hall, Tufts, Medford
7:30 pm-UMass Amherst, Bisexual Women 's
Rap Group, Campus Center
7:30 pm-DOB Lesbian Mothers Rap, 419 Boyl-·
ston St., Rm. 323.
8:00 pm-Lesbian Rap at Women's Center, 215
. Park St .. NH
8 pm-Harvard-Radcliffe GSA, 1st fl. parlor ,
Phillips Brooks House, Harvard Y~~08:00 pm-Lesbian rap and action group·
Cambridge Women's Center basement; (617)
354-8807.
8 pm-GPC business meeting, Columbia U,
Furnald Basement , Broadway at 115th St.
8-9 pm-"None of the Above ," WW UH-FM (91 .3)
Hartford , Conn . (203-728-0653)
8 pm-GRAC candlepin bowling, 1260 Lanes,
1260 Boylston St .
8 :30 pm-Alcoholics Together, 290 Westminster St ., Prov. RI (401) 274-4737.
·
8:30 pm- Hartford Gay Alcoholics Group (203)
522-2646 . •
.
9 pm-Gay discussion group , Columb ia U, Furnald Basement , Bro;:inwav at 115th St.

;TU_l;_SDAYS
10-11 a . m.-Drink i ng Problem discussion
group , HCHS , 80 Boylston St. , Boston (617 )
542-~7_5
'6-9-Homophile Community Health Counselina (401) 274-4737
6:30-10-Clark Gay People Drop-In Center, 148
Wright Hal l, Clark U, Worcester
1':liO pm-Pot-Luck Supper . MC~ 63 Chapin
Ave. , Providence.
'
'
7:30 pm-DOB Women 's Rap 419 Boylston St
Rm 323 .
'
.,
8 pm-Springf ield Gay Alliance , First Unitarian
Church , 245 Porter Lake Dr ., Springfield
8:00 om-Gav Way Radio , WBUR, 90.9 FM

I

5 bedroom house in Watertown of 2 GW
and 2 GM seek one roommate. Call
926-5739.

8 pm-Rap Group for gay men, CSMH, 70
Charles St., Boston
8:30 pm-Gay Alliance at Yale, rap session,
Bingham Hall, Rm. 8-8, 436-8945
9:30 prn-TGC meeting, Laminan Lounge,
East Hall, Tufts, Medford

everyweek

)\~!~,

7 ~~l~(~g
~~ Cha_p in Ave. , Providence ,
1
6
7:00 pm..:....Liberation Rap Group (6.17) 756-0730 .
7 pm...:.Fram i.ngham Unicorn Society meets 2nd
-and 4th Wednesday; Box 163, Framingham ,
MA 01701
7 pm-MCC re-ligious dialogue at 63 Chapin
St., Provtdence
7 pm-GRAC handba ll, Paris St . Gym , E. Boston ; info call 268-7240.
7-9 pm-Gay Switchboard , Vermont U 802656-4173
'
'
8 p_m-Alcohol ics Together , St. Johns Evangelist Church, 33 Bowdoin St. , Boston
8 :30-10 pm-Dropl in Center for men , Rm. L23 , Curt is Hall , Tufts , Medford
9-12-Gay Soc ial, Columb ia U, Furnald Basement , Broadwa y at 115t h St.
10:15 pm_:_ " Gaybreak Rad io-:-'' on WMUA-FM
91 .1 me. (1st and 3rd Wed~esdays) .
'

A Registered Electrologist
Free Consultation Invited
For Permanent Hair Removal
For All Parts of the Body

GWM witn apa.tment to share very
large Beacon St. Brookline, with large ,
living room, reception hall, dining area .
with a fully equipped kitchen, washerdryer, and'dishwasher. Two bedrooms
and two baths, rent with util incl
$150.00 per month. Call after 7:00 p.m.,
738-0339

26 West St., Boston, MA
Tel. 426-5067
TYPESETTING FOR
GAY COMMUNITY
Use our facilities (phototypesetter plu~
IBM Composer) to produce your booklet or publication. Good rates . (We are
GC~~ ·s typesetter.) Write GCN Box 6P .

Boston room for 2 persons to share
their own quarters in a private setting.
Call 267-2274
SEEK ROOMMATE.
For modern 2 BR apt., Beacon Hill.
Recent renov., modern kitchen & bath,
attractive, conven. to T & shopping.
Own room, porch . Furn, $150/mo., ~r.
lease, seek respon. working male
compat. ·with cats. Call Henry at
723-6264 after 6 p.m. or 894-1980 .

CO-OP IN FRAMINGHAM
Interested in renting house (or buying)
in rustic location or renting with a few
people in Framingham Center. Best
time to call 9 a.m.-2 p.m., ask for Peter
(David), 881-9885 (Discretion, please) .

THERE ARE SIXTEEN FAGGOTS
living on Fort Hill. We're building our
gay identity in ways never tried before.
We live in communal houses and our
movement is growing. Come, join us.
Call Greg or Patrick at 442-6029 or
440-8551.

Gay Trips
:8EACON TOURS
24 Tremont Street
Boston, MA

I

THURSDAYS
12:30-2:00-Gay Peovle of UMass/Boston general meeting for women and men. College 2
Bldg . Rm. 620, Harbor Campus. Lounge open
every day noon to 2 om.
3:30 pm-UMass Amherst, Gay Male Rap
Group, Cottage B, near Worcester Dining
Common
5:30-Homophile Happening, WERS, 88.9 FM .
6:30-10-Clark Gay People Drop-In Center, 148
Wright Hall, Clark U, Worcester
7 pm-Alcoholics Together, 64 Chandler St.,
Worcester, Ma . 756-0730
7. prn-MCC open rap, 63 Chapin St., Providence
Fair room of the College Union, Salem College, Salem, MA .
7-10 pm-UMass Gay Women 's Caucus Hotline
545-3438
'
7 pm-Yale Lesbian Caucus, Bingham Hall, Rm
B-8, 436-8945
7:00 pm-Gay Alcoholics, St. Vincents Ho~pital. Worcester.
7:00 pm-Gay Support and Action Group
Bangor, Maine .
'
7:30 pm-Peoples Gay Alliance , UMass Amherst, 8th floor of Campus Center
8 pm-Capital Dist. Gay Comm. Council, 332
Hudson Ave., Albany , NY 12210
8:oo· pm-DOB Rap for Older Women , 419
Boylston St. , Rm. 323, Boston .
8:00 pm-Lesbian Liberation meeting, Women 's
Center, 46 Pleasant St., Cambridge.
8:00 pm-KALOS, Hartford, CT,568-2656.
8:00 pm -Lesbian Mothers group; 46 Pleasant
St . , Cambridge , MA (617) 354-8807 .
8:15 pm-Drinking problems rap group, HCHS ,
80 Boylston St., Arn . 855, Bosten
8:30 pm-Gay Women 's Caucus, UMass Amherst , 8th floor of Campus Center
8:30 pm-Gay Alliance at Yale , general meeting
Dwight Hall Library , 436-8945
'
8:30 pm' -New Haven Gay Alliance, Dwight Hall
Library , Old Campus ?t Yale.
9 pm-Emerson Homophile Society, Rm. 24,
96 Beacon St. , Boston.
9 :30-10:30 pm-Drop-in Center for men , Rm . L23 , Curt is Hal l, Tufts , Medford

FRIDAYS
7:00 pm-Alcoholics Together, Worcester, 756
0730, 754-7817 .
.
7:30 pm-Rap group for men & women , MGTF ,
_ _
_ _193 M iddle St ., Port[and , M~ _
8- 11 pm- " Open house at the parsonage ,"
MCC / Providence , 63 Chapin Ave ., Prov idence

I

OLD GAY BOOKS WANTED
Bookbinder seeks good gay classics,
esp. hardcore porn, hardcover only, for
own collection . No paperbacks. Can't
pay much. Tell me what you've got and
asking price. Will do leather bindings
for your books, too. Stuart, P.O. Box
9052, Boston 02114.

I

EAR PIERCING
14K gold filled stud, quick, easy, no
pain. At The Guttery, 119 Charles St.,
Boston, MA. 1 ear $4, 2 ears $8 . 2270119.

Wanted

WUMt::N WAN I IO START A USED
BOOK STORE?
Women interested in starting a used
book&tore w I books of gen. interest to
women. please call Marge 354-07 42 .

ROOMMATE WANTED
Male law student seeks quiet person to
share nice E. Camb. apt., own room,
near MBTA. $100 mo. litl/inc., moving
in Jan . 1st. 491-0968.

Service,

.INDA742-1220

Uncensored Kodacolor Processing. 12
ex. $3.90, 20 ex . $5.90, 36 ex $9.90,
Ektachrome slides 20 ex. $2.50, 36 ex.
$3.50 . 8mm movies $4. Polaroid copies.
B&W enlargements. Spectra Photo,
Box 258-GN, Syracuse, N.Y . 13201.

BEDROOM, with cooking privileges, in
gay house in South End. Privacy, but
share bath . Want neat, conscientious
male. Possibility of rent reduction for
hall and stair maintenance. This is a
legitimate ad . Phone 426-6025 any
time, leave message for Dave.

7 pm-Gay drop-in coffeehouse at Scarborough

WEDNESDAYS
11 am-Gay discussion group at Drop-In Center
of Northern Essex Community College, Ha- ·
verhill , MA ; open to everyone .
12:30-2:00-Gay People of UM ass/ Boston general meeti(lg for men and women. College 2
Building, R_m . 620 Harbor ·campus. Lounge
open every day n~on to 2 pm.
12-8 pm-Provincetown Drop-in Center has·
these _hours especially for gay Problems.
Come in or call. See Quick Gay Guide .
·
6:30-0 pm-Gay Health Night at Fenway Community Health Center, 267-7573.
6:30-10-Clark Gay People Drop-In Center , 148
Wrig_ht Hall , Clark U, Worcester
7:00-Men 's Rap Group, 64 Chandler St.; Worcester, Mass . Call 756-0730 .
·

WALTER DRISCOLL

Post-college gay male seeks roommate
with which to look for apt. in Beacon
Hill or Cambridge area. Preferred rent
130-175 each/month. Send info to GCN
Box 511.

I

Drivers wanted to Fla. (& USA). Must be
21 plus with good ref's and ID's. Small
gas allowance. Avail. immed. Call Joe,
267-4836, AUTO DRIVEAWAY CO.

I

Merry Christmas
&A Happy New Year

I

SKI GROUPS
Weekend ski trips to Maine. Skiing,
swimming, sauna, food, lift tickets
from $69. Write GCN Box 470 for
details.

Transvestite Newsletter. Free :sample.

for Jan 1st, own
Brkline apt near
plus util ., good
BC students. Call

Quiet nonsmoker GCN person seeks
coop ·or commune place to live for TS
change. Write GCN Box 481. Martha or
Jim.

GAY SKI HOU!:;t::
We're back! Our house in southern
Vermont with fireplace , sauna, and
good cooking , welcomes you. Week~
ends or the season. For information,
call us at (212) 794-2770.

t---------------~ Has
articles, photos, personals and unusual offers. Write Empathy, Box

2 GWM seek rmmt
room in spacious
MBTA . Rent $93
location for BU or
566-2742 .

See around you. Shape of a leaf, curve
of moon, laughter of child, glimmer
sunlight fire, sun song of brother song,
sister making pottery lightly laughing,
love a gay crafts collective wants
pottery apprentice, etc. 'No experience
needed, lots of care energy strength
needed. Be in peace with us. LIBOW
POTTERY, Harrisville, N.H. 603-8273388 .

USED BOOKS WANTED TO BUY
Wanted, used books on topics of
general interest to women . Call Marge,
354-0742 .

pm-"Somewhere Coffeehouse," MCG/
.tford, 11 Amity St., Hartford.
8:00 pm-Health Clinic, Burbank Hospital·
Fitchburg, MA.
8:30 pm-:-1:3'nai Haskalah, Old West Church, 131
. Cambridge St., Boston.
9 pm-Coffee House, 64 Chandler St., Worcester.

SATURDAYS
3:00 pm-Worcester Gay Union Radio, WCUW,
91 .3 FM.
8:00 pm-Gay Support and Action, dance at 23
Franklin St ., Bangor, ME.
8:00 pm-East Conn . Gay Alliance, 889-7530.
8-11 pm-"Open house at the parsonage",
MCC,63 Chapin Ave., Providence.
13:00 pm-MCC,Hartford Drop-in Center 11
Amity, St.
'
10 pm-3 am-Worcester Hotline, 791-6562
SUNDAYS
10:30 am- '.-Closet Space," WCAS 740 AM .
12 noon-GRAC soccer for dykes and fags ,
Hatch Shell, Esplanade .
2 pm-Gay Women of Providence rap, 942-2094
2:30 pml"Gay A's" Alcoholics Rap, Old West
Church. 131 Cambridge St., Boston.
4-6 pm-Gay Women's Group of Providence
Rap, (401) 831-5184.
4:00 pm I Dignity Rap Group (except 1st Sunday
of every month when it will follow Dignity
meeting at 3 pm), St. Clements Church, 1101
Boylston St., Boston .
1:00 pm-MIT-SHL (1st and 3rd Sunday), Rm
50-306.
5:30 pm-Exodus Mass , St. Clements Church,
1105 Boylston St., Boston.
6:30 pm-Gay Church Services, 23 Franklin St. ,
Bangor, ME.
7 pm-Games Night , GCN, 22 Bromfield St.
7 pm-MCC/Albany, N .Y., 332 Hudson Ave.
(except first Sunday of months at 6 pm)
7 :00 pm-Metropolitan Community Church
worship service , 63 Chapin Ave ., Providence
(401) 274-1693.
7:00 pm-MCC/Boston , worship and fellowship , Old West Church , 131 Cambridge St. ,
Boston .
:7:·oo pm-MCC/Worcester services at Central
Congregat ional Church , 6 Institute Rd ., Worcester.
7:00 pm-Church of the Eternal Flame Universal , 320 Farm ington Ave ., Apt. A-6, Hartford ,
CT .
7:30 pm-Gay Women at Brown , Providence ,
A.I. Cal l (401 ) 863-2189
7:30 pm-MCC I Gartford , 11 Am ity St ., Hartford, CT .
8:00 pm-Worcester Homophile Organization ,
(formerly W.G .U. ), 892-9113 for meetin_g
place.
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